Visiting the

Essex countryside
This guide represents the seventh in a series of local guides designed to help
parents, carers and teachers to engage children with autism and related disabilities
with the natural environment. It should also prove useful to those living and
working with adults with autism. It begins by introducing the benefits of visiting
the countryside, considering why such experiences are valuable for children with
autism. This is followed by a guide to ‘natural’ places to visit in the Essex
countryside, featuring twenty-five places that the authors believe many children
with autism might enjoy. The guide concludes with a series of case stories set in
natural places in Essex, that describe visits by children from local special schools.
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Foreword
Rich P Blake

Many of us will have an enduring childhood memory that
connects us with the natural world. It could be anything,
from spotting pigeons in the playground to splashing in
newly created puddles following a deluge of rain.

For me, it was the springtime joy of counting ducklings on
the small stream near our house. Watching these little balls of brown and yellow fluff navigate
the rippling waters and grassy banks of the beck was endlessly fascinating and sparked an
enthusiasm for wildlife and nature that has never waned.
These early experiences endure into our adult lives and help shape our relationship with the
world around us. Giving children (and indeed adults) the opportunity to create these moments
and memories is what this book is all about.
Essex has many wild and natural places to explore – from forests and woodlands to waterways,
wetlands and coastal nature reserves; from walled gardens to butterfly-rich meadows.
The pages of this guide not only offer ideas and insight into where to go but, importantly,
they give detailed information on how to get there and what to expect from your trip.
This will hopefully allow parents, carers and teachers of children with autism and special
educational needs to plan outings that will be enjoyable, educational and attainable.
Taking in the sights, sounds, smells, tastes and touch of the natural world can be both
soothing and invigorating. Playing games outdoors improves health, develops social
interaction and encourages learning which in turn instils a deep awareness and affinity with
our wild places for the future.
I hope this book helps you enjoy the very best that the Essex countryside has to offer. You
don’t have to be an expert – the natural world is for everyone.
Go outside, enjoy the moment and make some memories.
Lindsey Chapman
Broadcaster and Nature Enthusiast
February 2017
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Preface
This is the seventh in a series of county guides published by Autism and Nature. It is written to
help parents, carers and teachers in Essex to engage children with autism with the natural
environment. We believe that it will also be useful for carers of children with other disabilities
and those living and working with adults with autism. In Part 1 we consider why visiting the
countryside and experiencing the natural world can be especially valuable for children with
autism and related disabilities. We also offer tips on how carers might prepare children for an
outing to the countryside. Part 2 presents a guide to twenty-five ‘natural places’ to visit in the
Essex countryside that many children with autism might enjoy. In compiling this guide we
visited a wide range of places and habitats from quiet nature reserves such as Phyllis Currie
Nature Reserve to the busier country parks; from the wild and windswept coastline of the
Greater Thames Estuary to the ancient woodlands that were once part of the great Forest of
Essex. Part 3 presents a series of short stories that describe visits to natural places in Essex by
children with autism and related disabilities from two local special schools. You can read about
activities the children took part in, what they saw and how they benefitted from the experience.
Whilst the guide does not set out to provide solutions to the many difficulties associated with
autism, it does seek to offer appropriate information to make visits to the natural places
featured as relaxed and enjoyable as possible, so that the restorative benefits can be accessed
by all. For some children there may be a need to make trips more structured and meaningful;
for example, looking out for things whilst walking may provide many opportunities to
communicate and develop a shared interest for the natural environment. We hope that the
descriptions of each location will help parents, carers and teachers to judge its suitability for
their children. Preparation for visits to a new place can be very important and many children
with autism appreciate being shown pictures of their destination. For this reason we have
included photographs and illustrations in the guide that we hope parents, carers and their
children will find helpful and attractive.
We have also published a story book for younger children with autism, and those with speech
and language difficulties, to accompany this guide. The story describes, using Widgit symbols,
the adventures of two children, Alex and Rosie, who visit most of the places featured in the
present guide. Alex and Rosie’s Adventures in Essex is freely available from Essex County Council
Short Breaks for Disabled Children and Young People, and as an e-book on the Autism and
Nature website (www.autismandnature.org.uk).
David and Tharada Blakesley
February 2017
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Part 1 Introduction
Time spent in the countryside, experiencing and engaging with the natural world, is widely
believed to have considerable benefits for people’s physical and mental health and well-being,
especially children. It is hard to imagine how anyone could fail to be moved, looking out across
the salt marsh and mudflats at The Naze, with the plaintive calls of curlews and redshanks
drifting in the air. In spring you might visit an Essex bluebell wood, where children will discover
beautiful displays of woodland flowers; and perhaps return in the autumn, to collect colourful
leaves to make leaf crowns, a journey stick or natural art. Naturalist and author Stephen Moss
wrote for the National Trust about how a ‘natural childhood’ can improve children’s health,
develop their learning skills and strengthen communities (Moss, 2012). He pointed out that there
are longer term environmental benefits, as our children learn about the natural world and how it
needs to be protected for future generations.
Others have focused in their writing on the benefits of outdoor play (Wood et al., 2016), explored
the advantages of learning outdoors (Dillon et al., 2006) and studied how to measure and track a
child’s connection with nature (Bragg et al., 2013). Much of the evidence discussed by these
researchers focused on the benefits of engaging children in general with the natural world. However,
children and young people with autism and other special educational needs can also benefit from
engaging with the natural world. Indeed, the benefits for these children might be even greater.
Whilst much has been written about the benefits, many people are concerned that children
have become disconnected from nature. Richard Louv (2005), in his seminal book Last Child
in the Woods, described this as “nature-deficit disorder”. Although this book was written over
10 years ago, it’s message seems even more relevant today. There is widespread concern that
children may grow up not appreciating the importance of the natural environment. It has been
strongly suggested that their health, well-being and development may suffer as a result. This is
a particular concern for parents, carers and teachers of children with autism who may have fewer
opportunities to visit the countryside.
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Benefits for children with autism and related disabilities
Many special schools actively engage children with autism and related disabilities with the
natural world. In a study with King’s College, London, Autism and Nature interviewed teachers
about the benefits of these activities (Blakesley et al., 2013). The special schools taking part in
the study were all practicing some kind of outdoor learning and were keen to do more. Teachers
identified benefits to social skills and personal well-being as being particularly compelling
reasons for engaging children with autism with the natural world. Another important benefit was
to support learning, bringing many aspects of the school curriculum to life.
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a condition that makes people inattentive,
impulsive and hyperactive. According to the National Autistic Society, ADHD is common in
people with autism. Andrea Faber Taylor’s work with children with ADHD is widely quoted in
studies on the advantages of engaging children with special educational needs with the natural
world (e.g. Faber Taylor and Kuo, 2009). Faber Taylor presents a convincing case for ensuring
that children with ADHD have regular engagement with nature, reporting many benefits even
after relatively short periods in the natural environment.
Gardening and horticultural therapy represent another example of how children with special
educational needs can be helped to engage with the natural world. A Royal Horticultural Society
Special Educational Needs schools project worked with classes with a wide range of disabilities,
including autism (Young, 2010). Through the learning of gardening skills, the children were able
to connect with the natural world and subsequently benefitted in many ways.
Some of the ways in which children with autism and related disabilities benefit from engaging
with the natural environment are illustrated in the stories about school visits presented in
Part 3 of this guide. Autism and Nature hosted similar visits in Suffolk, and other counties in
the South East; accounts of these visits are included in Autism and Nature’s published guides,
which can be downloaded from the Autism and Nature website. Although these stories concern
special school visits, children with autism should also enjoy and benefit from engaging with
the natural environment with family and friends.
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Essex has many wild and natural places; its forests and woodlands, commons, wetlands and
coastal nature reserves are rich in wildlife with so much of interest to see. Gardens too provide
rich experiences of the natural world. There are also new smells, tactile sensations and sounds
that children may not have experienced before. The sense of exhilaration that can be felt when
walking along the sea wall alongside one of the many estuaries in Essex on a windy day is an
experience that is wonderful to share.
Such experiences are especially valuable for children with autism, because they can provide:
• A calming environment that helps to reduce stress and anxiety
• Opportunities to take part in activities with family and friends, developing social and
communication skills and confidence
• Opportunities to develop fine and gross motor skills
• New sensory experiences that are soothing
• Opportunities to find plants, birds, animals, rocks and fossils that could become a focus of
special interest
• Opportunities to participate in activities such as birdwatching or pond dipping
• Artistic inspiration from colours and forms in the landscape and clouds
• A sense of freedom and independence that children may not have indoors
• Opportunities to learn about the natural world
• Health-giving exercise.
Special school deputy headteacher Simon Payne writes “regular access to walks in the open
countryside has been a regular feature throughout my teaching career, working with children
and young people with autism. Nature can provide wonderful sensory stimuli, including natural
sounds, smells and textures. Many of our more complex youngsters enjoy the pleasure of looking
through their fingers into the sky or through tree canopies, providing visual stimuli that they can
control. Others love to walk barefoot along the beach or across sand dunes, whilst breathing in
fresh sea air.”
If you would like to read more about the benefits of engaging children with nature, the publications
cited in this Introduction are listed in the Further Reading section at the end of this guide.
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Planning
We strongly recommend that parents, carers and teachers consider the risks and suitability of
sites before visiting. For all children, there are risks associated with the outdoor environment,
such as steep slopes, open water and so on. Some children like to run, and few places in the
countryside offer the security of a fence to prevent children running into dangerous areas.
Visiting a new place may arouse particular anxieties for a child with autism, such as: how long
the walk might be; will they get back in time for the next activity; and when will they have
their meal. For each of the natural places featured in this guide, we have provided information
to help parents, carers and teachers to judge the suitability of a site and plan their visit.
Here are a few tips on how you might prepare for an outing to the countryside with your child,
pupil or friend with autism. Careful planning means that, as far as possible, you can select
suitable locations, avoid the unexpected and reduce anxiety. For example:
• Do the necessary risk assessments (essential if you are a support worker)
• Ensure that you are aware of the risks posed by ticks (www.nhs.uk/conditions/Lymedisease/Pages/Introduction.aspx)
• Check the distance of walks, the terrain and whether there are any steep climbs
• Use visual supports and timetables to prepare the person with autism before the outing;
the photographs and illustrations in this guide or perhaps a sketch map of a circular walk
might help
• Estimate how long to go from one stage to another – “in so many minutes we’ll be at X”
• Plan where you will make your stops for refreshments and toilets
• Build in rewards
• Have some games to play or activities that you can do while going along, for example make
a crown with flower petals or leaves, or find objects with different colours or textures.
Olivia Brown wrote about taking her severely autistic son on family walks in the Lake
District (Brown, 2005). She describes how an older sister rushed on ahead during their walk,
to place a fruit pastille on a rock for her brother to find.
More ideas for outdoor activities can be found in the descriptions of our school visits in
Part 3 and in our children’s story book, Alex and Rosie’s Adventures in Essex.
© Tone Blakesley
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Part 2 Natural places to visit in Essex
The historical county of Essex has a wealth of natural places that families might wish to visit.
It is generally low lying, with extensive areas of lowland close to the coast; far reaching views
are difficult to find, although the ground rises steadily towards the west of the county. Langdon
Nature Reserve is one of the highest places featured in this guide (after Weald Country Park),
and here your family can look out across southwest Essex towards the Thames Estuary and the
North Downs in Kent. High ground is not essential to appreciate big skies and wide vistas;
the guide features a number of coastal locations such as Fingringhoe Wick, where families can
experience the remoteness and wild feel of the mudflats and extensive salt marshes of the
Greater Thames Estuary. Several accounts in the guide describe walks along a sea wall, where
your child will see the contrast between the wilds of the estuary and the agricultural landscape
that the sea wall protects. At Abbotts Hall Farm they can also see how farmed land is being
reclaimed by the sea, through planned breaches in the sea wall. The farm is also an excellent
place to walk with your child, to experience the agricultural landscape that typifies much of the
county. Essex is rich in wildlife and the guide includes a selection of nature reserves that are
particularly suitable for children with autism and related disabilities. Country parks, ancient
woodland and several fine gardens are also represented in the guide.
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A number of websites provide useful information for families planning to visit the Essex
countryside (see page 68 for website addresses): ‘Visit Essex’ presents information on ways to
explore, experience and enjoy the county; ‘Accessible Countryside for Everyone’ lists countryside
walks accessible to wheelchair users, mobility scooters and pushchairs; ‘Getting Around’ includes
guides to walking along public rights of way, and also provides up to date information to
help plan journeys by public transport – useful as bus routes change over time – and includes
community transport and public transport maps. The brochure Short Breaks for Disabled Children
and Young People includes a comprehensive guide to support and activities available across
Essex. Ordnance Survey (OS) maps can be useful for longer
walks in places such as Danbury
Common. The 1:25,000 Explorer
Bridge End
Garden
Series maps (orange cover)
Stour
Saffron
2
provide the most detail, but
Estuary
Walden
A1
Nature
the 1:50,000 Landranger maps
Reserve Harwich
Marks Hall Gardens
Green
and Arboretum
(fuchsia pink cover) are also
Island
Braintree A1
A1 Gardens
A12
useful. OS maps can be viewed on
20
2
0
The
Colchester 0
the ‘Streetmap’ website. Woodlands
Naze
Fingringhoe
2
Hatfield
A1
Wick
Abberton
Forest
Phyllis Currie
are featured on the Woodland
Reservoir
Nature Reserve
Abbotts Hall
Trust website, which allows
Cudmore
Farm
Clacton-on-Sea
Grove
Chelmsford
Harlow
you to search for woods
A414
Country
Blake’s Wood
Park
within a 20 mile radius of
Danbury Common
Weald
Hanningfield
a given locality. Finally,
RHS Garden Hyde Hall
M2 Country 12 Reservoir
Epping
5 Park A
Marsh Farm
Forest
the ‘Traveline south east
Norsey
Country Park
Hainault
Wood
and anglia’ website shows
Forest
A127
Basildon Belfairs Park Wood
bus stops in the vicinity of
Langdon
Nature Reserve
Southend-on-Sea
South Essex
a particular location, together
Wildlife Garden
A13
Rainham
Belfairs
with timetable information.
Chafford Gorges
Marshes
M11
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Bridge End Garden

quiet gardens and the challenge of a maze...
❝the apples smelt
really nice❞

i•

Swan Meadow car park
(CB10 1BX) is signposted
from the B184 entering
Saffron Walden from the
north (enter the garden
from Bridge Street or Castle
Street); Catons Lane car
park (CB10 2DU) is off Little
Walden Road, linked to the
garden by a footpath
signposted Town Centre;
both car parks are within
350 m of the garden

• Public transport: buses to
Saffron Walden from
Stansted Airport, Haverhill
and Cambridge (Mon to Sat)
• Contact Tourist Information
Centre for opening times of
the walled garden and
maze; other parts of the
garden open daily (except
December 25); free
admission; large pay-anddisplay car park at Swan
Meadow, smaller free car
park at Catons Lane
• Toilet and accessible toilet
in walled garden; other
toilets in town centre
• No cycling or ball games
• Terrain: gravel paths with
gentle slopes; there are a
few steps in the gardens
(typical walk around garden
1 km, excluding maze)
• Unfenced pond in garden and
by Swan Meadow car park
• Assistance dogs only
• Map of garden available in
Visitor Centre, Tourist
Information Centre and
online.
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In the far north west of the county, Bridge End Garden in Saffron
Walden offers an opportunity for a quiet stroll, away from the
worries of meeting dogs, for those children with autism who fear
these animals. Before visiting, ensure that the walled garden and
maze are open by contacting the Tourist Information Centre (see
opposite). If you enter from Bridge Street (50 m north of Freshwell
Street), a gravel path leads through a narrow area planted with
trees and shrubs – particularly colourful in the spring and autumn
– to the sunken Dutch garden. Entry from Castle Street, past the
Fry Art Gallery, also leads to the Dutch garden. Explain to your
child that the garden is divided into a number of compartments,
like the rooms of a house. The Dutch garden has geometric swirls
of box hedges and yew; this looks like a maze, but a sign warns
that it is not! Nevertheless, your child can still follow the gravel
paths, and then climb the steps to the viewing platform. Next
to the Dutch Garden is a small rose garden, which in the summer
months provides a rich sensory experience for a child with autism,
from the flowers of older, fragrant rose varieties.
In the walled garden, a small visitor centre has posters and a
leaflet about the garden. Again, this is a quiet place to walk;
in spring your child may enjoy the fragrance of apple blossom
on trees whose branches are tied to wire frames (as espaliers);
in autumn these trees are laden with fruit, and visitors may be

invited to take an apple from fruit collected and displayed in a
wheelbarrow. A large white beehive is also positioned close to the
path – some children with autism might be fascinated to watch
the comings and goings of the bees, but others might want to
avoid the path adjacent to the hive. Next to the walled garden is
the yew hedge maze. It can take some time to find your way to the
centre! If your child is likely to become anxious in the maze, the
‘visit Saffron Walden’ website (see below) has a ‘Saffron Walden
Mazes’ leaflet that includes an aerial photograph of the maze that
should help your navigation. Once in the centre, steps lead up to a
platform that allows you to look down on the maze.
The leaflet also describes the Turf Labyrinth, which might interest
your child. This is located on ‘The Common’ in Saffron Walden.
To reach the labyrinth, you will have to walk through the town,
past the church and castle ruins (750 m from the Castle Street
entrance). Your child might find this walk interesting, as the town
has many old timber framed buildings and houses painted in pastel
colours. Unlike a maze, the labyrinth is a single path that will lead
your child, by a very winding route, to the centre. Explain to them
that the labyrinth is at least 300 years old! Labyrinths are said
to promote calm and engage a child’s attention; unlike the maze,
there is no wrong way, as a labyrinth is more about the journey.
Although the Saffron Walden labyrinth is relatively small in area,
the path is believed to be about 1.5 km long. Look carefully as you
walk around, and you might find mining bees on the path edges!

www.bridgeendgarden.co.uk/
www.visitsaffronwalden.gov.uk/
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Hatfield Forest

popular lake and quiet woodland walks...
❝a fallow deer ran
across the path❞

i•

Main entrance is 2.5 miles
from Junction 8 of the
M11; follow the B1256 into
Takeley Street and take the
minor road opposite The
Green Man (at the brown
sign) (CM22 6NE)

• Public transport: HarlowBishop’s Stortford-Stansted
bus stops at The Green Man
in Takeley Street (Mon to
Sat)(walk through Forest
to visitor facilities is
approximately 2 km)
• Open daily, free admission;
parking charge (check
opening times of facilities
and car parks on website)
• Toilets, adapted toilet and
picnic area near café
• Terrain: grounds partly
accessible, hard standing
paths near café and along
dam; boardwalk near lake;
wide grassy paths and rides
elsewhere can be muddy
after wet weather
• A single-seater PMV and
manual wheelchair available
for free hire, booking
essential (telephone 01279
874045)
• Lake unfenced
• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Some paths and open areas
are used by horse riders
• Livestock grazing
• Site map and trail guides
(2.5–5.7 km) on website;
map provided upon
admission
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Hatfield Forest, owned by the National Trust, is a fine example of
a medieval royal hunting forest. Explain to your child that it was
once owned by King Harold, and then by William the Conqueror
after the Battle of Hastings in 1066. It was later designated as
a royal hunting forest by Henry I, in about 1100. Fallow deer,
originally from Italy, were introduced by the Normans and still
live in the Forest today. Hatfield Forest has something to offer
many families with a child with autism; from short woodland and
lakeside walks close to the car park and facilities, to longer and
more adventurous walks through woodland and wide open spaces.
For families not wishing to walk too far, drive to Shell House car
park, where you can explore the area at the southern end of the
lake. This tends to be the busiest part of the Forest, with the café,
toilets and many picnic tables. There is a small area of open space
behind the buildings where dogs are not allowed; otherwise you
may encounter dogs off lead almost anywhere in the Forest. Just
beyond the buildings a track crosses the dam, where your child can
enjoy uninterrupted views of the lake. You should see geese here,
but most of the ducks may be patrolling the picnic area waiting to
be fed! Beyond the lake, a boardwalk takes you through ancient
woodland and parkland as far as the entrance track. From the car
park, it is 330 m to the far side of the lake and 775 m to the end
of the boardwalk. Along the way, ask your child to keep an eye
open for grey squirrels, hunting for nuts on the woodland floor,
and in summer, the delicate white flowers of the charmingly named

‘enchanter’s nightshade’. You will also notice that dens have been
constructed in the woodland – your child might enjoy exploring
these with care, or perhaps constructing one of their own.
If your child would like to explore more of the Forest, you could
perhaps walk through the parkland and rides to Eight Wantz Way,
and on to the site of Doodle Oak, before returning through the
open parkland (approximately 4 km). Alternatively you could
explore the south western part of the Forest, walking to Forest
Lodge through open parkland, exploring the woodland rides,
before returning to the car park. If your child would like to see
fallow deer, the best time is early morning or dusk, when they are
particularly active. However, even in the middle of the day, if you
explore the quieter areas of the Forest, well away from the car
park, you might come across a small herd of deer feeding along
the woodland edge, crossing a ride or even in the open meadows
near Doodle Oak. Bring binoculars if you can, and ask your child
to stand very still if you spot any animals. Standing quietly in a
woodland ride, watching animals cautiously cross the ride in front
of you would surely be a wonderful memory for any child with
autism. Butterflies are plentiful across the site, particularly in
the open areas, where in summer you may come across skippers,
meadow brown, comma and small tortoiseshell. Sunny woodland
rides are also a good place to look for butterflies; here you are
most likely to encounter the speckled wood butterfly, a species
which favours the woodland edge. The plaintive ‘mewing’ call of
buzzards can often be heard overhead, but you will need to be in
the open areas for your child to see one. Finally, look out for the
magnificent veteran oaks near the car park, a reminder of the age
of Hatfield Forest.

www.nationaltrust.org.uk/hatfield-forest
© Tone Blakesley
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Marks Hall Gardens
and Arboretum
child-friendly gardens...
❝I love to touch the
eucalyptus bark❞

i•

From the A120 in Coggeshall
take the B1024 north and,
after 0.3 miles, follow the
minor road signposted to
Marks Hall (CO6 1TG)

• No public transport
• April to Oct open Tues to
Sun; Nov to March open Fri
to Sun; admission charge
(one carer free), parking
• Toilets and accessible toilet
• Tea room, gift shop and
picnic area (no picnics in
the arboretum)
• Woodland play area just
beyond the walled garden
(1.2 km from car park)
• Terrain: network of
generally level hard surface
paths around the lakes and
walled garden (central
area); grassy paths in the
wider arboretum can be
muddy after wet weather;
typical walk round the lakes
and walled garden 2 km; if
‘Gondwanaland’ is included,
2.5 km
• Manual wheelchairs and
volunteer-driven golf
buggies for visitors with
restricted mobility (booking
essential)
• Lakes unfenced
• Assistance dogs only in the
arboretum; dogs allowed on
woodland walks
• Informative site map
provided at the Visitor
Centre; download map from
the website
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The gardens and arboretum at Marks Hall are a great place to visit
with a child with autism. Not as busy as many country parks, Marks
Hall nevertheless has good facilities and a large area of parkland to
explore (80 ha), much of it along a network of hard surfaced paths.
For children with autism who fear dogs, only assistance dogs are
allowed into the gardens and arboretum. From the Visitor Centre
surfaced paths lead to two lakes (after 400 m). In summer there
are a lot of wild flowers for your child to look at here, such as the
wispy yellow flowers of lady’s bedstraw, the tall purple loosestrife,
wild carrot and common knapweed. Ask your child to stand quietly
on a summer’s day to listen to the chorus of grasshoppers in the
tall vegetation. When you reach the Lower Lake, stand with your
child by the water’s edge if it is safe for them to do so, and you
will quickly attract the attention of the resident mallards, and
some very large carp. Both fish and ducks are clearly used to being
fed, and if this might appeal to your child, purchase a bag of food
at the Visitor Centre (picnics are not allowed in the gardens).
If you want a shorter walk, you could at this point head for the
walled garden – actually open to the lake along one side. At
first sight the garden looks quite formal, but actually this might
interest many children with autism. At the southern end there is
a small mound and dip (like a footprint in sand) that children can

run up and down. Paving slabs across an area of lawn resemble
stepping stones. At the far end of the garden slate coloured tiles
cross the main path, then rise and sweep around the flower beds
(see opposite) for about 60 m. With support, children might enjoy
following this unusual path or wall, which starts from a gap cut
into a hornbeam hedge. Just beyond, there is a short ‘tunnel’
through a dense hornbeam hedge.
If you are happy to leave the surfaced paths and explore more
of the garden, an interesting area to visit is ‘Gondwanaland’,
referring to the ancient super continent that broke up to form the
continents of the southern hemisphere when dinosaurs roamed the
Earth. This part of the arboretum really does feel like you are on
another continent, with large areas of New Zealand pampas grass
and eucalyptus woodland; children with autism may enjoy touching
the smooth bark of the eucalyptus, with its interesting texture and
colours. Some children with autism might appreciate the Wollemi
pines, because of their rarity; explain that there were only 100 or
so left in the wild, but now gardens like Marks Hall are conserving
them. Look around and you should find a sculpture of a family
of kangaroos, and koalas up a tree. There are many other animal
sculptures around the gardens that you can look for with the help
of a ‘Nature Bingo’ card, available at the entrance. With the help
of the map, you can continue to explore the wider arboretum along
woodland and grassy paths, perhaps to find the play area. And
make sure you visit the Honywood Oak – if your child has some
concept of time, explain to them that this magnificent tree is
thought to be at least 800 years old!

www.markshall.org.uk/

Purple loosestrife
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Cudmore Grove Country Park
one of the wilder landscapes in Essex...
❝I was surprised
to see a burnet
moth in the
daytime❞

i•

Immediately after the
causeway leading onto
Mersea Island, take the
minor road (East Mersea
Road), the country park
is at the end of the road,
after 3 miles (CO5 8UE)

• No public transport
• Open daily and free
admission; pay-and-display
car park
• Toilets and refreshment
kiosk in car park
• Terrain: flat grassy paths
through meadows; path to
bird hide, uneven in places
and may be muddy after
wet weather; surfaced path
along sea wall (sheltered
grassy path below); walk
to beach (900 m return),
including walk along sea
wall (2.5 km return)
• One bird hide (180 m from
car park)
• Unfenced pools on
landward side of sea wall;
tidal pools, soft mud and
salt marsh beyond sea wall

Cudmore Grove Country Park is contiguous with the Colne Estuary
National Nature Reserve. Several mown paths through the meadows
lead to a ramp that allows access to the sandy beach. Look out for
butterflies on flowering plants scattered throughout the meadow,
particularly the purple-flowered common knapweed, and the yellow
flowers of ragwort and bird’s-foot-trefoil. Butterfly species your
child might see include meadow brown, ringlet, diminutive ‘orange’
skippers (common and Essex), gatekeeper, and day-flying burnet
moths – shiny black moths with six bright red spots. The beach
to the southwest is littered with lumps of concrete left over from
the Second World War. To avoid these, continue northeast along
the sea wall – with fantastic views of the estuary to one side. On
a windy day you can walk on the grassy path below the sea wall,
although your child might find the sea wall more exhilarating!
The sea wall eventually turns through 90°; in the summer you
can walk along the shingle beach here. The large oyster shells
here are ‘Pacific oysters’ – an invasive alien species. Perhaps your
child might like to collect some to take home. There are also
large numbers of smaller shells to collect. Some children might
be attracted to the patches of purple flowers of sea-lavender,
although this species does not smell like garden lavenders.
For a quieter walk, follow the signs from the car park to the
hide, along a shady path. The hide overlooks a pond fringed with
bulrushes, with grazing marsh in the distance. Bring binoculars if
you have them – in summer your child may see elegant little egrets
roosting in the willows, and moorhens, coots and little grebe
feeding their young. This path also leads to the sea wall.

www.visitparks.co.uk/places/cudmore-grove/

• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Concrete debris on beach
southwest of sea wall
• Unstable cliffs west of sea
wall; visitors should keep
away from cliff edge and
not climb on cliff faces
• Information boards with
map that can also be
downloaded from website.
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Sea-lavender

Sea-lavender

Phyllis Currie Nature Reserve
a small, tranquil nature reserve...
❝the yellow
rattle plant
really rattles!❞

i•

From the A131 just south
of Great Notley, take the
minor road into Great
Leighs; in the village, take
the Felsted road, then the
first right turning after
0.5 miles (Dumney Lane);
the car park is at the end of
the lane (nearest postcode
CM3 1PE)

• No public transport
• Open daily, free admission
and small car park
• No facilities, nearest toilets
Great Notley Country Park
(3.5 miles) (CM77 7FS)

Beyond the meadow, a hide overlooks a small lake. This is a quiet
spot where you can watch water birds such as moorhen, coot, little
grebe and mallard – in summer feeding their young. If you are
lucky, a kingfisher might flash past, or perch on a branch, intent
on catching a fish. Such an experience would surely stay with a
child for years to come. A boardwalk takes you around the adjacent
pond, past bulrushes, horsetails, meadowsweet and mint. Your
child might want to touch the bulrushes, and smell the fragrance
of meadowsweet and mint. Look out for lily pads on the water, with
their bright yellow flowers. You could walk back across the meadow
or explore the small area of woodland – the boardwalk zig-zags its
way through the woodland, before a grassy path leads you through
more woodland and back to the meadow.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/phyllis-currie
© Tone Blakesley

• Terrain: firm path through
meadow to ponds (240 m);
boardwalk round ponds;
grassy path through
woodland, with steps back
to the meadow; level access
to and around lakes; typical
walk round the whole
reserve 800 m

This is an example of a small, local nature reserve, covering just
9 ha; it is often very quiet. For many families with a child with
autism, a short walk round a small nature reserve is ideal. If you
visit in late spring or early summer, before the hay is cut (typically
mid to late July), you will find a meadow rich in wild flowers.
Follow the concrete path or walk through the meadow – you will
find much here to stimulate the senses of a child with autism.
Bring a wild flower guide if you have one, and look out for species
such as common knapweed, bird’s-foot-trefoil and wild carrot. In
late spring you should see large patches of yellow rattle, so called
because of the colour of the flowers. If you visit a little later, in
early summer, when the seed is ripening, ask your child to pick a
seedhead – they will find that the brown, papery ‘bladder’ rattles
with the ripe seed inside.

• Bird hide by lake
• Unfenced pond
• Dogs should be on lead
• Livestock grazing in the
meadow at certain times of
the year
• Site map on information
board in car park.

Coot
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Abbotts Hall Farm

an opportunity to explore a working farm...
❝we collected a
lot of conkers in
the garden❞

i•

Just off the B1026 (south
of Abberton Reservoir),
on the minor road to Great
Wigborough (CO5 7RZ)

• No public transport
• Open Mondays to Fridays
(9 am to 5 pm), free
admission and car park
• Toilets and disabled toilet;
picnic area by the car park
• Terrain: paths through
woodland and garden can
be muddy in places after
wet weather (typical walk
500 m); farm trails – mix
of firm surfaces and uneven
grassy tracks, but can be
muddy after wet weather
• Assistance dogs only on
the farm; dogs may be
encountered off lead around
the garden and woodland
• Strictly no entry to farmyard
and farm buildings
• Tractors and other
farm machinery may be
encountered
• Unfenced ponds (in garden
and on the farm) and ditches
(some with very soft mud,
particularly near salt marsh
restoration area)
• Adders may be encountered
• Contact Essex Wildlife Trust
for a full risk assessment
• Regular programme of
events, check website
• Trail map and various
factsheets on website.
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At first sight, a windswept working farm alongside the Blackwater
Estuary may not seem an ideal place to take a child with
autism, but Abbotts Hall Farm has much to offer. The Hall itself,
headquarters of Essex Wildlife Trust, has a quiet wildlife garden
that families can wander through. A large pond is home to frogs,
newts and several species of dragonflies and damselflies. A
wildflower meadow, with species such as common knapweed and
teasels, is a good place for your child to look for butterflies on
a warm summer’s day. Flower beds are planted with flowers that
attract butterflies, such as lavender and thyme. A child with
autism may enjoy touching the leaves of these plants, to smell
their aroma. In spring, they might enjoy the sweet smell of apple
blossom. Families might want to rest for a while in the small
gazebo. Just beyond the garden is a short woodland walk, with a
sign indicating that visitors are welcome to walk their dogs along
it (only assistance dogs are allowed on the farm itself). If you walk
round here in late spring, look out for blue and great tits that use
the nest boxes provided. And in the autumn, you may find wheel
barrows filled to the brim with fallen horse chestnuts!
The farmyard is off limits to visitors, but families can walk along
the extensive tracks around the farm; you should be aware that
this is a working farm, so you might encounter farm machinery on
your walk. Some tracks may be closed to visitors for this reason.

How far you walk depends on what is comfortable for your family
– a short walk to the wetlands hide and back is 1.7 km, but you
can extend this to 3.2 km if you visit the lake hide, while a walk
around the whole farm is 5.6 km. You may see sheep on your
walk, but this is predominantly an arable farm with most fields
used to grow crops; the fields are labelled, and depending on the
time of year, your child might see crops such as wheat and oil
seed rape. By late September, most of the fields will have been
ploughed. The farm is ‘wildlife friendly’, so you will find hedgerows,
copses on field corners and wildflowers along field margins. As a
consequence, your child should see and hear lots of farmland birds
and insects on their walk.
The wetlands hide is worth a visit, especially if your child
understands the concept of sea defences. From the hide, you can
look across an area of former arable land to the sea wall. The sea
wall has been deliberately breached, and new salt marsh is being
successfully created. Beyond the sea wall is a wild landscape of
salt marsh and estuary. You will need binoculars here, to see birds
typical of salt marsh and mudflats, such as curlews, redshank,
little egret and, in the autumn and winter, flocks of wigeon and
other wildfowl. Even though the birds may be distant, you should
still ask your child to listen out for the plaintive calls of curlews
and other waders. Two other paths lead to seats where you can
sit on the sea wall and experience the wild atmosphere. Visit the
lake hide for closer views of wigeon (in autumn/winter), and other
ducks such as teal, shoveler and gadwall.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/abbotts-hall-farm

Barley

Horse chestnuts
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Fingringhoe Wick

one of the finest nature reserves in Essex...
❝I love this
nature reserve!❞

i•

From Fingringhoe village,
south of Colchester, take
Furneaux Lane (signposted
‘nature reserve’); the car
park is at the end of the
narrow lane, after 1.6 miles
(CO5 7DN)

• Public transport: bus stop
in Fingringhoe village
(infrequent service from
Colchester, Mon to Sat), the
reserve entrance is a 1.6 km
walk along narrow lanes
(Visitor Centre a further
1 km)
• Open daily (except
December 25/26), free car
park and modest donation
for admission
• Visitor Centre with toilets,
disabled toilets and café

• Ten bird hides, two with
level access by lake
• Several ponds unfenced
• Assistance dogs only on
reserve; dogs on lead on
‘dog trail’
• Family nature trail leaflet
available in Visitor Centre,
trail map on website.
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Before you start to explore the reserve, there are good views from
the Visitor Centre across salt marshes to the estuary. Close by is
a bird feeding station and a small enclosed garden with a picnic
table and free range chickens (a sign requests that you do not
feed ‘the Garden Girls’). Also nearby, down a short narrow track is
Laurie’s Hide. This is well worth a visit in the summer – with views
across ‘The Scrape’ to the estuary beyond. Black-headed gulls
breed here, and they can be very noisy! In summer, ask your child
if they can see any young birds. Your child might also hear the
piping calls of oystercatchers and redshanks here. Look out too for
sailing boats on the estuary beyond.
Margaret Hide overlooks an intertidal area, with mudflats and
saline lagoons on three sides. If you visit the hide around high
tide, particularly in the autumn or winter months, there is a good
© Tone Blakesley

• Terrain: wide range of
paths; some easy access,
but most uneven and
undulating, with occasional
steeper slopes; paths
can be muddy after wet
weather; walks vary from
600 m return to the lake
hides, 2.5 km return to
Margaret Hide to 4 km or
more to explore the reserve
as a whole

Fingringhoe Wick on the shore of the Colne estuary was Essex
Wildlife Trust’s first nature reserve, and is arguably one of its
finest. It is a lovely place for families with a child with autism to
visit, and because of its location at the end of a series of narrow
lanes, your child might feel a sense of adventure in getting there.
A signboard on the Visitor Centre proclaims ‘at Fingringhoe Wick
you are surrounded by wildlife’ and with a little guidance from
the Visitor Centre staff, you should be able find some interesting
wildlife in this special place.

chance for your child to see large numbers of waders, very much
closer than you might see at other locations. Species to look
out for include black-tailed godwit, knot, grey plover and little
egret. The Explorer’s Activity Trail would also be a good choice
for families with a child with autism, particularly on their first
visit; a leaflet with a map and activities is available from the
Visitor Centre. The first stop is a viewpoint over the lake. From
here you should see ducks and possibly swans. If your child wants
to spend more time looking at the lake, you could first walk to
the Thurstable School Hide. Bring binoculars if you have them,
and look out for tufted ducks, mallards and little grebes. Back
on the Activity Trail, the route takes you past a woodyard and
the Bunkhouse Pond towards the jetty. Make sure you take the
side trails to Crawshaw Hide and Geedon Bay Hide, both of which
overlook the estuary. Here again, binoculars would be very useful
to try and spot some of the waders that feed on the mudflats;
a poster in the hide should help you to identify species such as
oystercatcher, curlew and the elegant avocet. Another poster
illustrates how the shape and length of a bird’s bill is adapted to
finding the food they prefer in the mud. If the steps up to the
hide are difficult for your child, a nearby bench also offers good
views across the estuary. When you reach the jetty, point out
to your child the wreck of ‘Fly’ – an old ballast barge. When you
reach the picnic area, you could return to the Visitor Centre or
continue along the Activity Trail to Kit’s Pond, through areas of
scrub and open grassland. In summer, ask your child to look out for
dragonflies around the pond.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/fingringhoe-wick
www.facebook.com/EWTFingringhoe

© Tone Blakesley

© Tone Blakesley

Black-tailed Godwit
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Green Island Gardens

quiet places to sit and tell stories...
❝we took Lola
for a walk❞

i•

From the A137 in Parson’s
Heath, Colchester, take
Bromley Road and continue
across the A120; then take
the second turn on the
left, Park Road (0.5 miles
beyond the A120); the
entrance to the gardens is
on the right after 0.2 miles
(easily missed) (CO7 7SP)

• No public transport
• Open Tues to Fri and
Sunday (closed Mon and
Sat), from Feb to Nov
inclusive; admission
charge; free car park
• Toilets
• Tearoom serving homemade
cakes and light lunches
(picnics in the car park
only)
• Terrain: flat gravel and
grassy paths in gardens,
suitable for wheelchairs,
decking around pond,
typical walk 750 m;
woodland paths may be
muddy after wet weather,
typical walk 800 m
• Pond unfenced
• Assistance dogs only
(owner has two dogs, see
main text)
• Leaflet with a large map
that children might easily
follow, available at the
entrance.
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Green Island Gardens is a delightful, privately owned garden near
Ardleigh. Being relatively small – just 8 hectares – the gardens
are often quiet, and have a feeling of intimacy; they are run by
family members who are both very helpful and friendly, all of which
makes this an ideal place to visit for families with a child with
autism. For children who are wary of dogs, only assistance dogs
are allowed in the gardens. However, the owner has two dogs, a
spaniel called Lola and a labrador called Bo, whom visitors are
likely to encounter. The dogs are very friendly, and indeed some
families view them almost as ‘therapeutic dogs’; they visit Green
Island Gardens especially for the opportunity of walking round the
garden with one of the dogs, or for their children to sit with Lola
while they have tea and cakes on the terrace. Contact the owner if
you would like more information about Lola and Bo before visiting
(contact details on the website).
As you walk into the garden, you will see large island beds, with
lawns sweeping between them. Your child may want to follow
the lawn to see where it will lead them – they might also enjoy
following the route on the large scale map provided. The beds
contain a wide range of unusual plants, designed to provide colour,
‘scent’ and interest throughout the year. Some plants, such as
Mexican feather grass are particularly soft and tactile and may
appeal to your child. Close to the tearoom is a water garden – your

child can walk around the pond on raised decking, to a platform
with two chairs (note that the pond, and the small stream that
feeds into it are not fenced). Ask your child if they can spot the
flowers of water lilies, partially hidden amongst dense aquatic
vegetation, and at the back of the pond, point out the giant leaves
of Gunnera (sometimes known as giant rhubarb). Explain to your
child that this plant is actually a native of Brazil! Rustic benches
around the garden provide opportunities to sit for a while with
your child, and perhaps read a story or listen to the sounds of the
garden. Eventually you come to the seaside garden – with more
seats and pebbles that crunch underfoot. Close by, the Japanese
garden is enclosed in trellis screens with further seating.
Next to the car park is the gravel garden and a small plant nursery.
Garden centres are often busy places, but that is not the case here
– perhaps your child will feel inspired to choose a plant to put into
their own garden. If your child likes fragrances, you might walk
into the poly tunnel if the lilies are in flower, but some children
with autism may find the scent is too strong. Behind the nursery
is an area of woodland, with a network of paths for your child to
explore. In spring, much of the woodland floor is carpeted with
bluebells. By mid-summer, bluebell flowers will be long gone,
although their presence is betrayed by their dry seed heads,
containing hundreds of tiny black seeds. At this time of year, ask
your child to look out for foxgloves, with their tall nodding heads,
often visited by bumblebees. The owners have constructed dens
out of fallen timber, and there are several fallen trees that your
child might like to climb on.

www.greenislandgardens.co.uk/

Mexican feather grass

Lola
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Stour Estuary Nature Reserve
spring flowers and the chance of hearing
a nightingale...
❝a fritillary
butterfly landed
very close to me❞

i•

Car park is on the B1352
Manningtree to Ramsey
road, 1.9 miles west of the
junction with the A120
at Ramsey (entrance has
height restriction of 2 m)

• Public transport: Wrabness
railway station is 600 m
from Stour Wood (follow
the footpath shown on the
RSPB map)
• Open daily, free admission
and car park (locked dusk
to 7 am)
• No facilities; toilets in
Harwich (e.g. Milton Road
car park – 5.2 miles) and
Manningtree (Brook Street
– 6 miles)
• Terrain: relatively level
paths in Stour Wood,
undulating paths elsewhere
with moderately steep
slopes in places; all paths
may be uneven and muddy
after wet weather; short
stretch of boardwalk on
yellow route; small bridges
on longer routes; Stour
Wood trail (1.2 km); Stour
Estuary Trail (3.8 km);
detailed access statement
on website

The RSPB Stour Estuary Nature Reserve covers a considerable area,
but many families with a child with autism may prefer to stay within
Stour Wood on their first visit. A circular walk through the wood is
shown as the yellow route on the RSPB’s online map. The path winds
its way through ancient woodland that has largely been replanted
with sweet chestnut trees, although there is still a variety of other
species for your child to look out for, including oaks.
The woods are delightful in the early spring, when the woodland
floor is carpeted with the delicate white flowers of wood anemones,
with delightful posies of primroses along the paths. Ask your child
to look out for the violet coloured flowers of dog violets, which
contrast with the pastel yellows and whites that are more dominant
on the woodland floor. Many children with autism might find the
pastel colours soothing. In May, ask your child to look out for
bluebells, which grow in some areas of the wood. In the summer
months, colour is provided by the butterflies of Stour Wood. If you
have a butterfly guide, species that your child might easily see
include meadow brown, gatekeeper and ringlet. Two species that
particularly observant children might find are white admiral (black
and white in colour) and silver-washed fritillary; ask your child to
look out for large, orange butterflies with an intricate pattern of
black lines on their wings. Fritillaries may be found basking in the

• Several narrow footbridges
along Stour Estuary Trail
• Final 150 m of yellow route
within 5 m of the road in
places
• Dogs may be off lead
• Information board in the
car park, trail map on
website.
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Wood anemones

sunshine, but you may only catch a glimpse as one flies past in a
blur of orange. In the autumn, your child will surely notice the spiny
fruits of sweet chestnut that litter the woodland floor. If you are
careful, you should be able to extract the red-brown nuts for your
child, but if the fruit case is closed the spines are very sharp indeed.
For more adventurous families, the Stour Estuary Trail is more of a
challenge. To follow this route you will need the RSPB online map
(shown as the blue route), which will give your child an opportunity
to help you to find the way. Leaving Stour Wood, you cross a railway
bridge, and walk round a large field to reach the shore. The path
then follows the field boundary for 700 m, but there are frequent
opportunities to look through the trees and across the estuary to
the Suffolk coast. A notice board asks visitors not to walk out onto
mudflats or salt marsh. The trail continues through woodland, before
crossing the railway (over the bridge then turn immediately right)
and returning to Stour Wood. This is not a busy line, but if your child
likes railways, there is a good chance that you will see at least one
train (it might be worth checking train times if this is important for
your child). If you do this walk in late April to early June, your child
may hear the beautiful song of a nightingale, coming from deep
within a hedgerow. A child who finds birdsong particularly soothing,
or has an ear for music, should find this a very rich experience. You
could also take a short detour into Copperas Wood, which is carpeted
with bluebells at this time of year.

www.rspb.org.uk/discoverandenjoynature/seenature/reserves/guide/s/stourestuary/
index.aspx
www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/copperas-wood

© Tone Blakesley

Silver-washed fritillary
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The Naze

experience the thrill of looking for fossils...
❝I found a fossil
shark tooth❞

i•

From the centre of
Walton-on-the-Naze take
the B1304 (High Street) and
follow this out of the town
for 1.5 miles to the end of
the road, the car park is on
the right (CO14 8LE)

• Public transport: daily bus
from Clacton and
Walton-on-the-Naze stops
on Naze Park Road (350 m
from Visitor Centre along
Sunny Point); bus (Mon to
Sat) and train (daily) from
Colchester to Walton-onthe-Naze (2.5 km walk along
sea front to Visitor Centre)
• Open daily, free admission;
pay-and-display car park
• Visitor Centre with toilets,
disabled toilets and café
• Terrain: steep steps from
car park to beach; surfaced
path along base of cliffs to
the south, and the crag
walk platform to the north;
grassy paths through
clifftop meadows and scrub;
surfaced path along sea
wall (sheltered grassy path
below)
• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Unstable cliffs: sign warns
visitors to keep away from
cliff edges (unfenced) and
not to climb on cliff faces
(including soft mud); avoid
climbing on sea defences
• Sign warns of risk of being
cut off by rising tide
• Trail leaflets on Walton-onthe-Naze website.
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There are many popular beaches along the Essex coast, but the
Naze is a quieter, more natural place away from the busier seaside
resort towns. Whilst the car park may be busy in school holidays
and at weekends, it is still possible to have a relatively quiet
walk along the beach, through the cliff top meadows or along the
sea wall that starts about 1 km north of the Visitor Centre and
continues around the headland.
A sign warns of the dangers of the cliffs, but families can view the
cliffs safely from a 100 m public access viewing platform that also
protects the cliffs from the erosive action of the sea. Explain to
your child that the large boulders protect the cliff from the waves
– further along the beach the sea is eroding the cliffs at a rate
of 1–2 m each year! The platform is accessed by a flight of steps
from the car park, descending about 20 m. Beyond the platform,
families can access the beach by another flight of steps and walk
towards the sea wall. These steps are cut off by the rising tide, so
it is best to visit on a falling tide. Children with autism who have
an interest in fossils might be particularly interested to visit the
Naze, because the beach is a well known fossil site. Fossils found
in the London Clay are around 50 million years old, from a time
when Essex was covered by a subtropical sea. It is perhaps fossil
sharks’ teeth that most people would like to find. Even children
who are not interested in fossils might enjoy hunting for sharks’

teeth. Fossil shells can also be found, from the much younger red
crag. Fossils are washed out of the cliffs, but these are constantly
eroding, so everyone should heed the warning sign and keep a
safe distance. Look for sharks’ teeth on the foreshore, particularly
amongst the shingle and pyrite. If you fail to find anything, fossil
sharks’ teeth can be purchased in the Essex Wildlife Trust Visitor
Centre (although these were probably collected in North Africa).
The Trust also organises fossil hunting trips for children in the
summer, with ‘Colin the Crab’ (www.facebook.com/EWTNaze/). And
if your child is not interested in fossils, the beach is a great place
to create a piece of beach art!
Beyond the cliffs, a sea wall rounds the headland, overlooking
Stone Point and Hamford Water, a National Nature Reserve. Whilst
you cannot access the reserve, explain to your child that this
area of tidal creeks, mudflats and salt marsh is very important for
wildlife, especially wildfowl and waders. Point out to your child the
huge dockside cranes of Harwich and Felixstowe in the distance.
This is an exposed place, and if it is too windy for your child, you
can walk along the sheltered path on the landward side of the sea
wall. There is also a network of paths through the meadows and
scrub between the car park and sea wall, so you could walk up the
beach and back through the clifftop scrub. And if they still have
some energy, your child may wish to climb the 26 m Naze tower,
which has stood here for almost 300 years. Explain to your child
that when it was built as an early form of lighthouse, the tower
was about 0.25 miles inland!

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/naze
www.walton-on-the-naze.com/index
© Tone Blakesley

Fossil shark teeth

Fossil shells
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Abberton Reservoir

comfortable to visit and rich in wildlife...
❝I watched the
terns fishing❞

i•

On the B1026 Colchester to
Maldon road, just south of
Layer de la Haye (CO2 0EU)

• No public transport
• Open daily (except
December 25/26), free car
park and modest admission
charge; free parking along
Layer de la Haye causeway
• Visitor Centre with toilets,
disabled toilets and café
• Adventure play area for
children (3–12 years)
• Terrain: all weather trail
around the reserve and
hides (1.5 km); some paths
wheelchair friendly; grassy
paths through recently
planted woodland can be
muddy in places after wet
weather; pavement along
causeways, with steps up
to dam wall on Layer de la
Haye causeway
• Brambly Hedge Trail
(550 m) starts 100 m from
Visitor Centre
• Three hides along the
reservoir shore
• Two ponds (fenced)
• Assistance dogs only on the
nature reserve (short dog
walk in the new woodland)
• Site map and Brambly
Hedge Trail map can be
purchased in the Visitor
Centre.
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Many families with a child with autism will find Abberton Reservoir
a comfortable place to visit. It has good facilities, helpful staff,
restricted dog access, an adventure play area and accessible paths
around the nature reserve. It is also a very important wildlife site
in Essex, and children with a special interest in natural history
should find things to interest them at almost any time of year.
The nature reserve is relatively new, and wildflower meadows have
been created in the area around the car park and Visitor Centre; in
late spring and early summer the meadows are dominated by large
numbers of oxeye daises. If you have a wildflower guide, ask your
child to look for plants such as bird’s-foot-trefoil, lady’s bedstraw,
and wild carrot that flower throughout the summer. From the car
park, you immediately have clear views across the reservoir. The
nearby Visitor Centre is spacious, and has a veranda that overlooks
a large pond and the reservoir. Birdfeeders here attract a wide
variety of birds, including species that are otherwise more difficult
to see, such as great spotted woodpecker. Some children with
autism may be distracted by the play area close to the Visitor
Centre, but this might be something for them to look forward to at
the end of their walk.
From the Visitor Centre, it is a short walk along a gravelled path
to Gwen’s Hide. From here you should see geese, ducks, swans
and possibly shore birds such as little egret, lapwing and other
waders. On a warm summer’s day, your child should also see lots

of butterflies on the walk to Island Hide, including species such
as meadow brown, gatekeeper and skippers. From Island Hide,
you might see common terns fishing, often just in front of the
hide, as well as birds commuting to and from the tern rafts where
they nest. With terns calling and sometimes large numbers of
geese honking, Abberton can be quite a noisy place to visit – in
a ‘natural’ way. From Island Hide, the path leads on through a
scrubby area, where you might try to see how many different
species of young trees and shrubs your child can find – these
include oak, hornbeam, blackthorn, hawthorn, field maple and
willows. In late summer, this area is carpeted with yellow as
fleabane flowers – attracting a lot of insects. Skylarks may be
singing overhead; if so, ask your child to stand quietly and listen
to their song, and see if they can spot the birds, high in the sky.
When you reach Bay Hide, the all weather path returns directly to
the Visitor Centre (a total distance of 1.5 km). However, a mown
grassy path will take you through a more extensive area of young
woodland planting, past another pond, before returning to the
Visitor Centre past the play area. From here you can walk up onto
a small mound to get an even better view of the reservoir (total
distance 2 km).
Many children will enjoy the ‘Brambly Hedge’ Trail, looking out
for mice sculptures along the way! Families can also drive or
walk down to the dam and walk along the dam wall – pleasant
on a warm summer’s day but in winter be prepared for a more
exhilarating walk! More adventurous families could walk west from
the dam to the Layer Breton causeway, cross the causeway and
then walk back across the fields – ask in the Visitor Centre for more
detailed directions.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/abberton-reservoir
© Tone Blakesley

© David Kjaer

Common tern

Meadow brown and small skipper
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Belfairs Park Wood and
Belfairs Nature Reserve

explore the reserve with a wildlife explorer kit...
❝we made crowns
out of leaves!❞

i•

From the A127 Southend
Arterial, follow Eastwood
North Road; from A13
follow Eastwood Road,
and then Eastwood North
Road; the entrance to the
Woodland Centre car park
(not signposted) is on a
sharp bend adjacent to a
small playground; entrance
to the golf club and main
car park is 250 m north
along Eastwood Road North
(SS9 4LR)

• Public transport: a bus
from Southend stops on
Eastwood Road North
(approx. 800 m from the
Woodland Centre)
• Woodland Centre open daily
(except December 25/26);
free admission and parking
• Woodland Centre with
toilets, disabled toilets and
refreshment area
• Adventure play area
• Terrain: firm paths in the
Park can be muddy in places
after wet weather; narrower
and more uneven paths in
the Nature Reserve may also
be muddy when wet
• Banks of Prittle Brook
unfenced, drop of 1 m or so
• Dogs may be off lead
• Risks from golf balls if
you stray too close to the
fairways
• Frequent information
panels about local wildlife
• Woodland Centre has site
maps and trail guides.
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Belfairs Woodland Centre introduces visitors to what is termed
the Belfairs ‘living landscape’, an area comprising seven distinct
woods, in an otherwise urban environment. A visit to the Woodland
Centre combined with a walk through Belfairs Park Wood and
possibly the adjacent Belfairs Nature Reserve should make an
interesting family day out. You should be aware that Belfairs Park
is also a golf course; although the Sculpture Trail goes through
woodland and does not actually cross the course, it does run
within a few metres of the fairways, tees and greens at some
points. Some children with autism might enjoy watching the
activities of the golfers.
Staff in the Woodland Centre are very helpful, and have leaflets
that will guide you round both the park and the nature reserve. For
a modest fee, you can hire a ‘wildlife explorer kit’ for your child
that includes a range of activities and wildlife equipment; children
with autism may enjoy looking at the laminated identification
charts with pictures of minibeasts, butterflies, birds and general
woodland wildlife. They can use the compass and magnifying glass
as they walk around, perhaps collecting minibeasts using the soft
paint brush and bug box provided. A scavenger hunt card lists
items to collect, such as different fruits, leaves, and objects with
different textures and colours. When you return to the Woodland
Centre, your child might want to draw or colour some of the things

they have found, or look at the children’s books. If your child
prefers a shorter walk, follow the Belfairs Sculpture Discovery Trail,
a circular route of 2.4 km from the Centre. The route passes six
different wooden sculptures that are easy to find, including a face
surrounded by leaves that is carved into a tree stump and badgers
carved on the end of a wooden bench. Your child might enjoy the
experience of searching for these, and being able to touch them
when they find them. If the trail is too long, you could walk as far
as the dormouse sculpture before retracing your steps (a distance of
1.6 km). If you do not have an explorer kit, you could take the tree
identification leaflet with you, and ask your child to collect leaves
from as many different species as possible. You could stick these
on a card or perhaps make a leaf crown. In autumn, you could look
for fruit as well, and collect acorns and sweet chestnuts; your child
should see grey squirrels also busy collecting nuts.
When you reach the woodsman sculpture, you have the opportunity
to explore Belfairs Nature Reserve. The circular route marked on
the leaflet is 1.7 km, although you can shorten this by following
other paths. You are likely to meet fewer people in the nature
reserve, which might suit your child. The wood is more open where
trees have been recently coppiced, so you should be able to walk
into these areas with your child. Look out for wood ant nests, but
be careful not to disturb them. There is a greater variety of trees
and shrubs here. You might also find woodland butterflies such as
speckled wood, comma and holly blue, and in the spring, stop to
listen to the birdsong. And when you return to the Centre, your
child might be interested in the adventure playground which is
about 100 m away; the path here is made of crushed shells, and
makes a nice ‘crunching’ sound.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/belfairs

© Tone Blakesley

© Tone Blakesley

Grey squirrel

Comma
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RHS Garden Hyde Hall
a delight for the senses...
❝I saw lots of
vegetables that
I like to eat❞

i•

Signposted from the A130;
take the A132 to South
Woodham Ferrers, after
2.5 miles take the minor
road (Willow Grove), the
garden is on the left after
1.6 miles (CM3 8ET)

• Public transport: Southend
to Chelmsford bus (Mon to
Sat) stops on Buckhatch
Lane (minor road with no
pavement) close to the back
entrance
• Open daily (except
December 25), admission
charge for non-RHS
members (one carer and
children under 5 free); large
free car park
• Visitor Centre with
accessible unisex toilets
and café; toilets and
restaurant in Hilltop Garden
• Adventure play area close
to Visitor Centre (180 m)
• Terrain: moderate incline
to the Hilltop Garden
(approximately 10 m in
elevation); surfaced paths
with some grassy areas;
typical walk around most of
the gardens 1.8 km
• Six manual wheelchairs
• Several ponds and lake
unfenced
• Assistance dogs only
• Building work underway in
Hilltop Garden 2017–18
• Map of garden available in
Visitor Centre or download
from website
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RHS Hyde Hall is a great place to take a child with autism: the
gardens are lovely; there are many opportunities for sensory
experiences; the facilities are good; a clear map is provided; and
there is an adventure play area. The Visitor Centre can be busy, but
visitors soon disperse around the gardens. The children’s adventure
play area, the winter garden and the cottage garden are all a short
walk from the Visitor Centre, and time may pass quickly while your
child is looking at the colours in the gardens at different time of the
year or enjoying the play area. There are several routes to the Hilltop
Garden, all requiring your child to walk up a moderate incline.
Perhaps the most interesting route is to follow the path that winds
its way through the Australia and New Zealand Garden, and the
Queen Mother’s Garden. If your child has difficulties walking up the
hill, a golf buggy shuttle is usually available (telephone in advance
to check that it is in operation on the day of your visit).
When you reach the Hilltop Garden, there is a restaurant and more
toilets; you should be aware that garden vehicles may be
encountered in the immediate vicinity. There are two ponds in the
Hilltop Garden; look out for the fish in the Lower Pond, which you
can usually see from the arched bridge. Throughout the growing
season your child can immerse themselves in a world of colour,
texture and fragrance. They could collect materials to make natural
artwork, for example using fallen flower petals in the summer, or

different coloured leaves in the autumn. The Dry Garden is a
particularly pleasant area on a warm summer’s day. Rafts of bold
colours contrast with more pastel shades that many children may
prefer. Explain to your child that most of the plants growing here
are specially adapted to conserve water – you could easily imagine
yourself in a more arid, Mediterranean environment. There is also a
great view across the valley to the woods on the hillside beyond.
And of course, there is a big sky for your child to look at, in contrast
to many urban landscapes. The nearby Global Growth Vegetable
Garden is certainly worth a visit at any time during the growing
season. Your child may be fascinated to walk around, looking for
the vegetables that they are familiar with, perhaps finding ones
that are new to them from distant parts of the world. They may
even be inspired to ask you to cook them at home! There are herbs
too, and you might ask your child to gently brush the leaves of
plants such as Basil and sweet Marjoram as you walk around.
If your child still has some energy, and is keen to explore, the
Woodland Walk offers a pleasant walk outside the formal gardens.
The trail starts close to the entrance to the car park (200 m from
the Visitor Centre); it initially crosses a wildflower meadow that
attracts a lot of insects in the summer months, and is a good place
to look for butterflies such as skippers and meadow browns. It
then continues through a long belt of recently planted woodland.
There are three circular routes to choose from, varying in length
from approximately 1.8 to 4 km. If you want to read more about
RHS Garden Hyde Hall, it is featured in three of our school visits,
described in Part 3 of this guide.

www.rhs.org.uk/gardens/hyde-hall
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Marsh Farm Country Park
lovely riverside walks...
❝I counted ten
swans on the river❞

i•

From the junction of the
A132 and B1012 in South
Woodham Ferrers, follow
the brown signs to the
country park (CM3 5WR)

• Public transport: buses
from Chelmsford to
Broughton Road in South
Woodham Ferrers; 700 m
walk down Inchbonnie Road
and Marsh Farm Road to the
main car park
• Country Park open daily,
free admission and car
parks (Adventure Park open
daily (except Christmas
and New Year), admission
charge)
• Toilets and disabled toilet
by entrance to Adventure
Park (ask in Visitor Centre)

This account focuses on Marsh Farm Country Park, which extends
over a large area of grazing marshes, with the River Crouch and
its tidal creeks surrounding it on three sides. The main car park,
adjacent to Marsh Farm Animal Adventure Park is convenient for
the toilets, but the nearby Riverside car park may be quieter. From
either of these car parks, Oystercatcher Walk is a short, circular
route (1.6 km) that is easy to follow using the Country Park map.
From the Riverside car park, head west along the sea wall footpath,
from where your child will be able to look at the yachts moored in
the river; they might find it interesting to look at the names of the
yachts, displayed on prominent covers. Mute swans may also be
seen feeding along the water’s edge. At high tide, the water comes
up to the sea wall, but at low tide, very soft mud is exposed. On
the landward side of the sea wall a reed-filled ditch attracts reed
and sedge warblers; in spring and early summer, you are likely to
be accompanied by the beautiful song of these birds; see if your
child can spot them. After about 400 m, you have to follow the
path to the right, along Fenn Creek. In summer, look out for the
purple flowers of salsify, one of the ‘goat’s-beards’. If the plants are
seeding, they look like large dandelions and your child might like
to blow their seed into the breeze. After a further 350 m, the path
follows field margins to the main car park, and on to the Riverside
car park.

• Tea room by the Adventure
Park Visitor Centre

• Sea wall path (water laps
against the bank, or soft
mud, depending on the
tide); unfenced pools in
places
• Dogs may be encountered
off lead (assistance dogs
only in the Adventure Park)
• Country Park map available
in Adventure Park Visitor
Centre or download from
website.
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© Tone Blakesley

• Terrain: the country park
is generally flat; firm and
grassy paths may be uneven
in places and muddy in wet
weather; typical walk 1.6
to 2 km

Grass Snake Walk takes you east from Riverside car park along the
sea wall for 600 m before roughly following the boundary of the
Animal Adventure Park (a total distance of 1.9 km). If you do not
intend to visit the Adventure Park, you might want to avoid this
route, as your child could be frustrated when they see the play
equipment or catch a glimpse of the animals through the fence.
Alternatively you could continue along the river for up to 2 km until
you reach the mouth of Clementsgreen Creek. This area has a much
wilder feel to it, with the river on one side, reed-fringed pools on
the other, and grazing marsh extending into the distance. You can
also walk along the grassy path at the bottom of the bank, between
the sea wall and the pools; this offers some shelter on a windy day,
but there is open water alongside it in places. Here again, ask your
child to listen to the song of reed and sedge warblers. The reedbeds
are narrow here, so you have a good chance of seeing the birds, as
they flit through the reeds or move up the stems. You might also see
reed buntings; the males are particularly noticeable with their black
heads, and often perch on top of a bush when singing.
You might decide to follow the sea wall alongside Clementsgreen
Creek, returning on one of the paths that cross the grazing marsh (a
distance of approximately 4 km). If the tide is out, look out for birds
feeding on the exposed mud, such as shelduck, curlew and redshank.
Visitors can also park in the Compass Gardens car park in South
Woodham Ferrers, and walk south to meet the sea wall at the head
of Clementsgreen Creek.

www.visitparks.co.uk/places/marsh-farm-country-park/
www.marshfarm.co.uk/

© David Kjaer

Salsify

Reed warbler
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Danbury Common
nightingales in spring...
❝the nightingale
was singing in
the daytime❞

i•

From the A414 in Danbury
follow Mayes Lane for
0.5 miles to crossroads;
Armoury car park is on the
left (nearest postcode CM3
4ED); North car park is a
further 0.3 miles along
Bicknacre Road (nearest
postcode CM3 4JH)

• Public transport: limited
service Mon to Sat between
Maldon and Chelmsford
stops by Armoury car park;
South Woodham Ferrers
to Chelmsford bus stops
in Danbury village (Eve’s
Corner) – walk down Mayes
Lane for about 300 m,
bridleway across the
Common is about 20 m after
the end of the pavement
• Open daily, free admission
and two car parks (both
uneven surfaces)
• No facilities; toilets in
nearby Danbury Country
Park (along minor road
signposted to Danbury
Lakes)

If you prefer to follow the National Trust waymarked walk, start in
the Armoury car park. The trail can be difficult to follow in places,
so an OS map is essential. From the Armoury, the route takes you
through woodland, before crossing open areas more typical of
how Danbury Common would have looked in the past. The scrubby
woodland margins provide good habitat for nightingales. If you
visit anytime from late April through to early June, your child may
hear the beautiful song of a nightingale. Explain to your child that
despite their name, nightingales sing during the day, as well as
at night time, so there is always a chance that you will hear one.
Nightingales are difficult to see once the shrubs are in leaf, as they
tend to sing from deep cover, but if you visit in mid to late April
before most shrubs are in leaf, and bring binoculars, your child will
have a better chance of seeing the bird itself. Other birds, such as
willow warbler, blackcap and chiffchaff may also be singing, so you
have to listen carefully.

www.nationaltrust.org.uk/danbury-commons-and-blakes-wood
© Tone Blakesley

© Tone Blakesley

• Terrain: network of paths,
some grassy, others
uneven; paths can be boggy
in winter and wet weather;
gentle slopes around North
car park, but moderate
slopes to and from Armoury
car park

Danbury Common, managed by the National Trust, is one of a series
of commons, heaths and woods around the village of Danbury, and is
just 2 miles from Blake’s Wood (see account opposite). If you want
to explore the area without the aid of a map, the North car park is
a good place to start; from here you can wander straight out onto
the Common. Spring is a good time to visit with a child with autism
when the yellow flowers of gorse fill the air with the sweet smell of
coconut. In the woodland areas, your child may come across wood
anemones, one of the first flowers of spring. Later in spring, your
child might find small carpets of bluebells, and in some years, the
two species flower together.

• Unfenced ponds
• Adders may be encountered
• Dogs may be off lead
• Leaflet showing circular
walk available on website.
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Nightingale

Gorse

Blake’s Wood

colourful woodland walks...
❝I collected a lot of
sweet chestnuts to
take home❞

i•

From junction 18 of the
A12, follow the A414 into
Danbury; at Eve’s Corner
turn left into Little Baddow
Road, continue for 1.1 miles
before turning left into
Riffhams Chase, where the
car park is on the right
after 0.4 miles (nearest
postcode CM3 4AU)

• No public transport
• Open daily, free admission
and small car park
• No facilities; toilets in
Danbury Country Park – see
information for Danbury
Common (2.6 miles)
• Terrain: waymarked circular
trail (2.4 km) uneven in
places and muddy after wet
weather, narrow bridge over
stream, includes several
steeper slopes; network of
other paths offering shorter
walks (OS map advisable)

Blake’s Wood, managed by the National Trust, is a place you can
visit on more than one occasion with your child, and watch how
the colours change with the seasons. In winter you might find
snow on the ground, or more likely a woodland scene dominated
by subtle shades of brown and grey. Look carefully and you may
find richly-coloured sweet chestnuts scattered on the woodland
floor; your child might want to collect some to take home. In
spring everything changes; more birds are singing, young green
buds burst into life and in early May the woodland floor is carpeted
with bluebells along much of the waymarked trail. Where the path
descends into a hollow or stream valley, your child might find
that the bluebells are replaced by a more subtle white carpet of
wood anemones, but as you walk back up the other side, bluebells
reappear. Ask your child to look for the occasional ‘white’ bluebell
or yellow archangel in this sea of blue. By early summer, when the
last bluebell petal has fallen, foxgloves come to the fore. Your
child’s eye might be drawn to the tall, nodding spikes that can
flower in profusion in some of the more open areas. If your child
is not afraid of bees, pause for a while and watch the antics of
bumblebees as they crawl inside the flowers in search of nectar.
In autumn the wildlife interest turns to fungi, growing amongst
the golden leaves of hornbeam that litter the woodland floor.
There is a wide variety of fungi in Blake’s Wood, but you should be
careful not to pick any of these. Your child might be drawn to the
brightly coloured fly agaric, a red toadstool with white spots that
looks like toadstools illustrated in fairy stories. They might reach
out to such an attractive toadstool, but they should not touch, as
like many other fungi in the wood, fly agarics are poisonous.

www.nationaltrust.org.uk/danbury-commons-and-blakes-wood

• Unfenced ponds
• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Actively managed wood –
children should not climb
on timber stacks
• Leaflet showing circular
walk available on website.

Bluebells
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Weald Country Park

a wide expanse of parkland and woods to explore...
❝the deer ate all
my carrots!❞

i•

From the M25 junction 8,
take the A1023, after
0.4 miles turn left into
Wiggly Bush Lane and
follow to South Weald; turn
left at the T junction; main
car park is on the right
after 0.3 miles (CM14 5QS)

• No public transport
• Open daily, free admission
and four pay-and-display
car parks
• Toilets close to three car
parks (not Lincolns Lane)
• Café in Visitor Centre
• Adventure play equipment
• Terrain: gravel path to lake;
uneven, path around lake
sometimes muddy; wide
grassy paths through
meadows and parkland;
uneven and muddy paths in
woodland and in the vicinity
of the Iron Age Fort;
moderate slopes in places

Weald Country Park has a large expanse of parkland and woodland
for families with a child with autism to explore. Close to the Visitor
Centre, a small herd of fallow deer are kept in a fenced enclosure;
children can get very close to these animals. A sign indicates that
the deer can be fed with raw vegetables or special food purchased
in the Visitor Centre, so your child might like to bring some carrots
with them. Wild deer still roam freely in the park and are sometimes
seen in daylight hours in the fields. A child with autism might
enjoy being a ‘nature detective’ and looking for hoof prints (known
as slots) – made by wild deer – in muddy patches around the lake
for example, or in the woods. Also close to the Visitor Centre is
a small adventure play area for younger children. This also marks
the start of the Stick Man themed Play Trail (approximately 2 km),
designed to bring to life the Julia Donaldson story Stick Man. The
various elements of the play areas are designed to inspire a child’s
imagination, from an imaginary ‘Faraway Bay’ by the Visitor Centre
to ‘Home Stick Home’ on the far side of the lake.
For families wishing to explore the wider country park, the Visitor
Centre car park is also a good place to start. From here it is a
short walk down a gentle slope, on a gravelled path, to the lake.
The grassland by the lake is often grazed by greylag and Canada
geese, with numbers augmented by young birds in summer. Close
by is ‘Rustle and Roost’, a play station designed to resemble giant
bulrushes and swans’ nests. It is close to the water’s edge, with a

• 4x4 All-Terrain Tramper
mobility scooters free to
borrow (check website)
• Boardwalk around Bluebell
Pond; unfenced lakes with
deep water
• Dogs may be off lead, but
assistance dogs only around
Bluebell Pond
• Cattle graze in certain areas
• Hand wash facilities near
captive deer
• Visitor Centre has Park and
Stick Man Trail maps, Park
map also on website.
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Fallow deer

wicker fence to deter children from approaching the water. A path
circles the main lake (1 km), passing a hide at the far end. The
lake does not attract a wide range of wildfowl, but you should see
tufted duck, mallard, great crested grebe and coot, in addition to
the geese. A path around the conservation lake goes very close
to the road, and is not recommended. If your child enjoys lots of
exercise, and is happy to walk much further, walk up the hillside
through the Lake and Marsh Fields. In the summer, mown paths are
wide, and your child might like to run on ahead, perhaps excited by
the view across the valley. In early summer, Lodge Field is carpeted
with golden buttercups.
The eastern end of Lodge Field is a convenient place to enter the
Park’s woodland. There is a network of trails (sometimes muddy
paths) through various types of woodland. This is a delightful walk
in spring, with bluebells in many areas around Tower Plantation
creating a sea of blue; you will also pass ancient hornbeam
pollards, and walk through coppiced woodland and tall dark conifer
plantations. Although marked on the map, some paths can be
tricky to find – a challenge perhaps for your child! You could, for
example, ask them to use the map to guide you on a walk around
Tower Plantation, and then down Chestnut Avenue, to emerge from
the woodland by the lake, a woodland walk of 1.6 km. The
woodland is on a slope, rising in elevation by about 35 m from the
lake to Chestnut Wood. South of the wood, ‘The Park’ is grazed,
and worth visiting for your child to see the many ancient trees
scattered throughout.

www.visitparks.co.uk/places/weald-country-park/

Greylag geese
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Hanningfield Reservoir
a delight for children who like
Wind in the Willows...
❝the birds were
very tame❞

i•

From the B1007 between
Chelmsford and Stock; take
the minor road (Downham
Road) and follow the brown
signs for 2.5 miles to the
Visitor Centre (CM11 1WT)

• No public transport to
Visitor Centre; Chelmsford
to Wickford bus (Mon
to Sat) stops on South
Hanningfield Road (a
country lane with no
pavement) 250 m from the
entrance to the Fishing
Lodge, and a further 350 m
to Well Wood
• Open daily (except
December 25/26), free
admission (donation
suggested) and car parks
at Visitor Centre and
Fishing Lodge
• Toilet and disabled toilets
in Visitor Centre; toilets in
Fishing Lodge
• Terrain: surfaced ‘easy
access’ sculpture trail
(up to 1.3 km); other
waymarked woodland
paths uneven in places and
muddy in wet weather; walk
to Well Wood from Visitor
Centre, 3.5 km return
• One wheelchair available
• Lyster bird hide (180 m
from Visitor Centre) has
disabled access
• Pond unfenced; some paths
close to reservoir edge
• Assistance dogs only
• Trail guides for sale in the
Visitor Centre.
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The nature reserve is run by Essex Wildlife Trust, in partnership
with Essex & Suffolk Water. Only assistance dogs are allowed in
the nature reserve, which will suit many children with autism.
It is best to access the reserve from the Visitor Centre, although
you can also park at the Fishing Lodge. The first thing you come
across, before reaching the Visitor Centre, is ‘The Wind in the
Willows Wildlife Garden’. Your child might be delighted to find
a small caravan and a rowing boat planted with flowers; they
can also watch birds at very close range on the nearby feeders.
Continuing this theme, your child might also enjoy the Wind in
the Willows Sculpture and Brass Rubbing Trail. Along this short
woodland trail, they will find sculptures of many characters from
the story. At the far end of the trail they will find a toad sculpture,
close to a small pond, often frequented by a few mallards and
Canada geese. This is also a good place for children to look for
dragonflies and damselflies in the summer months. Each sculpture
has a brass rubbing plaque that children can rub onto a trail guide,
available in the Visitor Centre. There are also two hides along the
trail (the first has disabled access) that overlook the reservoir. If
your child is intent on finding the sculptures, you could visit the
hides on your walk back to the Visitor Centre. The hides offer good
views across the wide expanse of water; although the waterfowl
can sometimes be distant, depending on the wind direction, you
should see some water birds, including coots and possibly great
crested grebes.

Other trails continue through Peninsula Wood and into Well Wood
and Hawks Wood. There are two more hides in Peninsula Wood;
Point Hide overlooks a small island just offshore, where ducks and
geese tend to congregate. If you have binoculars (or borrow a pair
from the Visitor Centre), this is well worth a visit. Use the posters
on the wall of the hide to help your child identify the ducks. Look
out for species such as tufted duck, pochard and shoveler. Close by
is Oak Hide, from where you can look across to the boats moored
by the Fishing Lodge. In the spring, Well Wood is carpeted with
bluebells, but there are other species for your child to look for,
such as yellow archangel, wood anemone and greater stitchwort.
The trail leads to Hawks Wood, which is also a bluebell wood, and
as you walk round you will come across a large information board
illustrating the life cycle of wood ants. Your child might not be
able to read the poster, but look down in spring and summer and
you are likely to see wood ants scurrying around on the woodland
floor. If you find a nest, ask your child to stand very quietly
and they should be able to hear the sound of thousands of ants
clambering over their nest.
After walking around Well Wood, you might prefer to take the
short cut across the grazing meadows and then retrace your steps
to the Visitor Centre, as the final part of the circular trail, that
runs parallel to Hawkswood Road, is often very muddy and also
disturbed by road traffic noise. And if the trail from the Visitor
Centre to the bluebell woods is too long for your child, you could
walk round the Wind in the Willows Trail, then drive to the Fishing
Lodge car park and access Well Wood from there.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/hanningfield-reservoir

© Tone Blakesley

Shoveler
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Norsey Wood

a lovely woodland to listen to birdsong...
❝I found a
white bluebell!❞

i•

From the B1007 in
Billericay, follow Norsey
Road for 1.3 miles, then
turn right into Outwood
Common Road, the entrance
is on the right after
0.2 miles (CM11 1HA)

• Public transport: train
and buses to Billericay;
from High Street, follow
Norsey Road, turn right
into Deerbank, and then
first left to enter the wood
(total distance of 730 m);
follow the main ride for
another 1.2 km to reach the
Information Centre
• Open daily, free admission
and car park (car park
opening times online)
• Information Centre open
when staff on site (10 am
to 4 pm)
• Toilets and picnic tables
close to car park

Norsey Wood is best known for its displays of spring flowers, and
bluebells in particular. As a consequence the car park can be busy
at any time from mid-April to mid-May, particularly at weekends. To
avoid the stress that this might cause a child with autism, it might
be better to visit early in the morning or later in the afternoon.
Once the bluebells are over, Norsey Wood is much quieter but it is
still a delightful place to visit.
There are two waymarked trails and numerous other paths to
explore. The Easy Access Trail is a popular route, and also the best
place to experience the spring displays of bluebells. This 1.3 km trail
follows a level gravel path in a circular route from the Visitor Centre.
For children with an interest in history, it also passes a Bronze Age
burial mound, excavated in the mid-nineteenth century. If you visit
in spring, ask your child to look out for the delicate white flowers
of wood anemones, scattered amongst the carpets of bluebells. In
summer, common spotted-orchids may be found in the ride behind
the Visitor Centre, which is also a good place to see butterflies such
as meadow brown and comma. If walking any distance is difficult,
there are nice displays of woodland flowers in spring alongside the
entrance track to the car park.
The ‘Norsey Wood Trail’ is longer (just over 2 km), and in contrast to
the Easy Access Trail can be very muddy in places, particularly in

• Terrain: Easy Access Trail
(1.3 km) hard surface and
relatively flat; Norsey Wood
Trail (2.2 km) uneven in
places and muddy in winter
and after wet weather,
several narrow bridges over
streams, includes several
steeper slopes
• Unfenced ponds
• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Actively managed wood –
children should not climb
on timber stacks
• Trail map available from the
Information Centre and on
the website.
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Bluebells and wood anemones

winter and spring. Your child may enjoy squelching along the path
and view this as more of an adventure. Boots or wellies would be
advisable. In spring, woodland flowers such as primroses and
bluebells are infrequent along much of this trail, until it joins the
Easy Access Trail. But woodlands are great places to listen to birdsong,
often without the roar of traffic in the background; explain to your
child that male birds are singing to establish their territories in the
wood. The chiffchaff has one of the easiest songs for your child to
learn, as the bird has a distinctive two-note song – ‘chiff-chaff’ –
that it repeats many times. You should also ask your child to listen
out for woodpeckers drumming on trees. If you have binoculars, you
might see a great spotted woodpecker, and if you are really lucky,
the diminutive and much rarer lesser spotted woodpecker. The sound
of a woodpecker drumming echoes through the woodland, and it can
be challenging to locate the tree upon which the bird is tapping!
Close to the start of the trail, there are three small ponds, always
worth a look as they are a good place for your child to see palmate
newts. As you follow the trail, explain to your child that the
hornbeam and sweet chestnut trees are coppiced to provide wood for
the craft workshop (by the car park) and to benefit wildlife. You will
find honeysuckle climbing the stems of trees and shrubs along the
trail; in summer, ask your child if they like the sweet scent of the
flowers. In autumn, look out for the spiny fruits of sweet chestnut
on the woodland floor; your child may want to collect a few nuts,
but they will soon discover that great care is need to avoided
getting pricked. Your child may also hear trains on the nearby
railway line, but they cannot be seen from the woodland trails.

www.basildon.gov.uk/article/2410/Norsey-Wood-Local-Nature-Reserve

© David Kjaer

© Tone Blakesley
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South Essex Wildlife Garden
an engaging wildlife garden...
❝I saw sunflowers
and they were
facing the sun❞

i•

Follow the brown signs
from the A13 at Pitsea
junction, south along the
minor road for 1 mile to the
car park (nearest postcode
SS16 4UH)

• Nearest bus stop Tesco
supermarket Pitsea; 1 km
walk to Park entrance along
pavement, (traffic can be
busy), then a further 1 km
to the garden; Pitsea
railway station (1.5 km),
pavement but frequent
lorries for the first 0.5 km
to Park entrance
• Open daily, free admission
and car park (adjacent to
RSPB Visitor Centre)
• Toilets and accessible
toilets in nearby Country
Park Visitor Centre (100 m)
• Café and adventure play
area in nearby Country Park
• Terrain: flat compacted
track; typical walk around
the garden 100–400 m;
detailed access statement
on website

South Essex Wildlife Garden and the RSPB Visitor Centre are located
in Wat Tyler Country Park. Despite its small size (0.5 ha), there
is much to interest a family with a child with autism. In spring,
children can climb a few steps to view tadpoles and other pond life
in a large indoor aquarium in the RSPB Visitor Centre; later in the
summer they will see froglets sitting out on rocks. Children also
have an excellent opportunity to see commoner garden birds at the
feeding station just a few metres from the window, and there is a
craft table that some children might enjoy.
In the garden itself you will find beds full of flowers; your child
may enjoy their scent, or watching the butterflies and bees
attracted to them. There is also a sensory area that might be of
particular interest; here your child can gently brush the foliage
of herbs such as lavender, curry plant and mint to release their
fragrance. Close by, small areas of meadow and woodland (with
bluebells in spring) represent examples of natural Essex habitats.
In early summer, younger children who walk through the meadow
may find the flowering stems of the grasses above their heads!
Sunflowers might also tower above them, whilst waterlilies float
on the surface of the pond. There are also a number of willow
structures in the garden, including an arch and dome. And if you
visit at lunchtime, you might want to sit at one of the picnic
tables. Families who visit the garden can also walk to the nearby
bird hides (keys available in the RSPB Visitor Centre) or the Green
Centre. You might also explore the Country Park itself (www.
wattylercountrypark.org.uk/) although this can be extremely busy.

www.rspb.org.uk/discoverandenjoynature/seenature/
reserves/guide/s/southessexmarshes/about.aspx

• Nearby bird hides
(200–300 m) with level
access and steps, obtain key
from RSPB Visitor Centre
• Viewing platforms
(designed for wheelchair
users) and pond unfenced
• Dogs should be on a lead
• Clear-print information
panels
• Frequent information boards.
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Langdon Nature Reserve

fun for children who like Beatrix Potter stories...
❝I really liked
the view❞

i•

From the A127 west of
Basildon, take the B148
towards Laindon; after
0.1 miles take the minor
road (Lower Dunton Road),
the Visitor Centre is on
the left after 1.5 miles
(SS16 6EB)

• No public transport to the
Visitor Centre
• Open daily (except
December 25/26), free
admission and car park
• Visitor Centre with toilets,
disabled toilets and light
refreshments
• Adventure play area and
wildlife garden close to the
Visitor Centre
• Terrain: gentle incline
along the surfaced
Woodland (sculpture) Trail;
steeper incline in other
parts of the plotlands;
woodland paths on the
Flower Walk uneven and
muddy after wet weather,
with several steep slopes

This extensive nature reserve, part of which occupies former
plotland gardens, has become more popular since the opening of a
themed Woodland Trail, based on a famous rabbit and his friends,
created by Beatrix Potter – ask for a trail leaflet in the Visitor Centre
(modest charge). The opening of the sensory garden – also along this
trail – is likely to increase the popularity of the nature reserve and be
of particular interest to families with a child with autism. There are
six characters for your child to find along the 1 km trail; you could
also walk round the lake (an extra 500 m) with the chance of seeing
birds such as coot, moorhen, tufted duck and black-headed gulls.
‘Duck Walk’ follows a similar route; the trail leaflet invites children to
look for animal tracks, rabbits, birds, insects in the meadow by the
lake, objects with different textures and colours, and so on.
More adventurous families might wish to explore more of the nature
reserve, perhaps following the Flower Walk. Although this is a long
walk (4.5 km) there are opportunities to take ‘short cuts’, but make
sure you have the trail leaflet with you. If you can, take your child to
the view point, a 2.5 km round trip from the Visitor Centre (interest
point 3 in the leaflet). The Langdon Hills are one of the highest
parts of Essex, and as you walk along the field margin your child
can look out across gently rolling hills towards the Thames Estuary
and the North Downs in Kent. On a clear day they should be able to
see the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge, 9 miles to the southwest. The
Flower Walk continues through mature woodland before passing the
Recreation Ground and crossing an open meadow. If you visit in late
spring, the meadow and the recreation ground are good places for
your child to look for wildflowers.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/langdon

• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Lake partly fenced; several
ponds, including one in the
wildlife garden unfenced
• Selection of trail leaflets
can be purchased in the
Visitor Centre.
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Rainham Marshes

excellent for wildlife and trains...
❝I saw a lot of
trains as we
walked around❞

i•

On New Tank Hill Road
(A1090) in Purfleet, just
off the A1306 between
Rainham and Lakeside
(RM19 1SZ)

• Public transport: Lakeside
to Grays bus stops on New
Tank Hill Road (700 m
from Visitor Centre); from
Purfleet railway station,
1 km walk along London
Road to the Royal Hotel,
then along the Riverside
path to the Visitor Centre
• Open daily (except
December 25/26), admission
charge (RSPB members,
Havering and Thurrock
residents and carers free);
large car park
• Toilets and accessible toilet,
shop and café in the Visitor
Centre; accessible toilets
half way round circular
route; two play areas
• Terrain: flat gravel paths
and boardwalk; circular
route (3.8 km), Riverside
Walk (2 km) and short
Woodland Walk (0.8–
1.4 km); detailed access
statement on website
• Four hides with level entry
• Boardwalk through reedbeds
• Unfenced ponds and ditches
• Assistance dogs only in
the nature reserve (dogs
allowed on Riverside Walk)
• Trail map available in Visitor
Centre and online.
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The RSPB reserve at Rainham Marshes is an excellent place for
families with a child with autism to visit at any time of the year. It
has a Visitor Centre with helpful staff, good facilities and plenty of
wildlife. And children with autism with a special interest in trains
should have great views of frequent high speed trains as they cross
an elevated section of track just to the north of the reserve. Before
you walk through the Visitor Centre there is a small playground for
younger children, and a small wildlife garden. The first birds you are
likely to see are on the bird feeders immediately outside the Visitor
Centre, including large numbers of house sparrows.
If your child is happy to go on a longer walk, follow the circular
route around the periphery of the reserve (3.8 km). If you walk
anticlockwise, you will soon arrive at the adventure play area; this
may suit many children with autism, because it is often very quiet.
Look out for the insect paintings on the blue and white posts that
include a shield bug, zebra jumping beetle and green bottle fly. A
little further on you will come to a section of boardwalk through
the reeds; some children with autism like to walk on boardwalks
and may find this particularly soothing. Ask your child to stop and
listen; in the summer the air might be filled with the song of reed
and sedge warblers. Your child should be able to spot reed warblers
close to the path, as they climb the reed stems and flit between

them. In summer and autumn, dragonflies hawk other insects
over the reeds and pools, and often alight on the boardwalk to
bask in the sunshine. Lizards too bask on the boardwalk, but they
move very quickly, so your child should keep a close look out for
them, several metres ahead. In the autumn and winter months the
reedbeds are quieter and you may hear only the sound of reeds
blowing in the wind.
Two viewing platforms offer views across Aveley pools, but the
ducks and wading birds can be quite distant. The Shooting Butts
hide (approximately half way round the Circular Walk) offers
much closer views for children, although binoculars would still be
useful. Here your child might see water birds such as grey heron,
little egret, mute swan, moorhen, little grebe and a selection of
ducks. The hide is large and spacious, so more comfortable for
some children with autism than many hides that you might visit.
Continuing on, you will come to the dragonfly pool, where a sign
invites you to sit quietly to give your child a chance to see and
hear ‘amazing things’. Here, and alongside other small pools and
water channels you might spot marsh frogs poking their heads out
of the water, or sitting on the muddy fringes of the reedbeds. If
you are lucky, you may even see a water vole, which can be very
confiding at times. As you return to the Visitor Centre, you pass
the ‘giant anthill’ – with tunnels for children to find out what it’s
like to be one of the smallest creatures living at Rainham Marshes.
Finally, the Marshland Hide offers views over a pond, and an area
for children to draw and colour pictures before hanging them up
with a clothes peg. This is another good place to spot marsh frogs.

www.rspb.org.uk/rainham
© David Kjaer

© Tone Blakesley

Little egret

Water vole
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Hainault Forest

walks amongst majestic hornbeam pollards...
❝some of the
sculptures on
the monster trail
were scary!❞

i•

From the A112 at Chigwell
Row, take Lambourne Road
towards Lambourne End;
Chigwell Row car park
(nearest postcode IG7 6EZ)
and Lambourne End car
park (nearest postcode RM4
1NH) are 0.4 and 1 mile
respectively along this road

• Public transport: buses
from Beacontree Heath
to Chigwell Row stop on
Lambourne Road, 600 m
from Chigwell Row car park
• Open daily, free admission
and two car parks
• No facilities; toilets and
summer café in Hainault
Forest Country Park car
park on the A112 just south
of Chigwell Row

Hainault Forest is managed by the Woodland Trust on behalf of
Essex County Council; it is contiguous with Hainault Forest Country
Park to the south, managed by the London Borough of Redbridge.
Hainault Forest is a large area of ancient woodland that was once
part of a much more extensive royal hunting forest, known as the
Forest of Essex. The woodland that remains is a delightful place
to walk with a child with autism. If you start from the Woodland
Trust car park at Lambourne End, you will immediately find yourself
in natural woodland, with tall trees towering above you. Amongst
these are large numbers of magnificent hornbeam pollards. Explain
to your child that many of these trees may be hundreds of years
old; they used to be cut back regularly and the wood used to make
charcoal. Your child may want to touch the smooth, silvery grey
bark of these denizens of the forest, or perhaps give them a hug!
The wide track from the car park is popular with dog walkers, but if
you take one of the side trails you could easily walk for an hour or
more and meet hardly a soul. Your child should, however, see a lot
of grey squirrels scampering along the trails, and if you are very
lucky, fallow or muntjac deer. If not, look for deer tracks, which
are frequent on the muddier trails.
A short walk (100 m) from the Woodland Trust car park at Chigwell
Row will take you to the start of the ‘Monster Trail’, a circular route

• Terrain: Monster Trail
relatively level but can be
muddy; main track from
Lambourne End car park
is level, but paths to the
east and west are uneven,
muddy at times with steep
slopes in places
• Several woodland ponds
and streams unfenced
• Dogs may be off lead
• Cattle are being introduced
into parts of the Forest
• Cyclists and horse riders
may be encountered
• Map of major paths on the
Woodland Trust website
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through the woodland of about 1.3 km. The Monster Trail is not
widely advertised – except for Halloween – but is nonetheless,
quite popular (the route is shown on a map on the Woodland
Trust website). The trail offers children the chance to search for a
variety of sculptures; you must help your child to look all around,
and not just on the path in front of them. Some creatures might be
quite obvious, standing by the side of the path, but others might
be on the trunk of a tree or hanging from an overhead branch.
For example, if you walk in a clockwise direction, you should soon
come across a family of giant spiders in the branches of an old oak
tree, and close by, a rather sinister looking hooded monk. Not all
the sculptures are ghostly; there are a couple of friendly-looking
bears, that some adults will recognise from a famous sixties
TV show. Legend has it that highwayman Dick Turpin operated
in Hainault Forest, so it not surprising to find a carving of a
highwayman towards the end of the Monster Trail.
To the south, Hainault Forest Country Park is more open and
developed, with extensive parking; toilets; lakeside (unfenced),
sculpture and nature trails; a wildflower meadow; and a ‘Farm
Zoo’ that includes a meerkat enclosure. Consequently this area
can be very busy, especially at weekends and in school holidays.
Nevertheless, it is well worth a visit if your child is comfortable
with larger numbers of people, or perhaps you might find a quieter
time. Alternatively, you could walk from the Chigwell Row car
park to the lake and on to the Farm Zoo (a distance of about 3 km
return). Country Park trail maps are available on their website.

www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/visiting-woods/wood-information/hainault-forest/
www.redbridge.gov.uk/ – search for Hainault Forest Country Park
© David Kjaer

Muntjac

Hornbeam pollard
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Epping Forest

magnificent old beech pollards...
❝the trees are so
old we gave them
a hug❞

i•

For Epping Forest Visitor
Centre at High Beach (IG10
4AF), follow the brown
road signs from the A104
and A121 junction; Mount
Pleasant car park is on the
A104 0.9 miles southwest of
the A121; Connaught Water
and The View visitor centre
(E4 7QH) are on the A1069
northeast of Chingford

• Public transport: Connaught
Water is 1.2 km from
Chingford Station and bus
stops; access via Chingford
Plain to avoid busy A1069
• Epping Forest Visitor Centre
open Thurs to Sun; The
View open Tues to Sun
(check website for details),
free car parks
• Tea hut and pub at High
Beach; café at The View
• Accessible toilet in Epping
Forest Visitor Centre,
toilets in nearby car park;
nearest toilets to Connaught
Water are at The View
• Terrain: level, surfaced easy
access paths; woodland
trails include wide,
surfaced tracks and uneven
paths that can be muddy
after wet weather, with
steep gradients in places
• Woodland ponds and
Connaught Lake unfenced
• Dogs may be off lead
• Cyclists and horse riders
use the Forest
• Trail maps and access
information on website.
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Epping Forest is a large area of woodland straddling the border
between Essex and Greater London. Epping Forest Visitor Centre
is an ideal place to start if you are visiting for the first time with
a child with autism. Your child might be particularly interested in
the bird feeding station, just a few metres from a viewing window.
This is kept filled year round, and attracts a lot of familiar garden
birds and less familiar woodland birds such as great spotted
woodpecker and nuthatch. A small ‘woodman’s hut’ helps children
to imagine living in the Forest in a wooden shelter, as woodsmen
did in the past. The Visitor Centre has other activities for children,
including spotter and activity sheets, brass plaques of leaves to
practice bark rubbing, several ‘feelie’ boxes and posters about
wildlife in the Forest. The Visitor Centre also has a small ’Kit for
a Tree Detective’ that your child might enjoy using in the Forest;
essentially a paper bag containing leaflets on tree identification,
coloured paper and a crayon for bark rubbing.
The volunteer staff are friendly and helpful, and will direct you
to the nearby easy access path. This is a level, surfaced path
that starts from the car park and passes an unfenced pond before
meandering through woodland for 800 m. As your child walks along
they will have their first experience of the ancient pollarded beech
trees for which the Forest is well known. Many of these trees are
thought to be at least 300 years old, if your child can imagine that!

There are also a number of fallen trees on the route that children
might like to clamber over, and plenty of deadwood to construct
a den. For more adventurous families, the Beech Trail is a circular,
waymarked route through the Forest from the Visitor Centre, via
Loughton Camp (4 km). This route includes steep gradients and
uneven paths, and requires walkers to cross the busy A104 on two
occasions. It passes magnificent old beech pollards, and circles
Loughton Camp, a large Iron Age earthwork deep in the Forest.
Explain to your child that this was built – by hand – around 500 BC.
If you would like to walk to the earthwork without crossing the
road, drive to Mount Pleasant car park, and follow the blue trail for
approximately 1 km, before retracing your steps. This also avoids the
steeper slopes along the Beech Trail after Loughton Camp.
A second easy access path circles Connaught Water (1 km). If you
decide to take your child to the lake, consider purchasing the
‘Ducks and Forest Activity Bag’ at the Visitor Centre. This includes
a bag of duck food, for which there are plenty of hungry ducks,
geese and swans. If you have binoculars, look out for ‘exotic’
terrapins basking on the island. In winter your child may be
amazed to see the rather spectacular Mandarin ducks – another
introduced species that appears to be doing well in the Forest.
Again, there is an opportunity for a longer walk here; Willow Trail
is waymarked, avoids roads and is relatively level in comparison to
the Beech Trail. You could also head southwest to explore the open
areas of Chingford Plain. Connaught Water is close to The View
(0.5 miles) a second visitor centre on the edge of Chingford, with
similar facilities to Epping Forest Visitor Centre.

www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things-to-do/green-spaces/epping-forest/Pages/default.aspx
© David Kjaer

© David Kjaer
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Mandarin duck
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Chafford Gorges Nature Park

the transformation of a former chalk quarry...
❝I have never seen
wild roses before❞

i•

From the A126 (Devonshire
Road) in Chafford Hundred
(Grays, Thurrock), turn into
Drake Road, the Visitor
Centre is on the right after
0.7 miles (RM16 6RW)

• Public transport: Grays to
Lakeside bus stops by the
Visitor Centre and Grays
railway station (Mon to
Sat); to walk, the railway
station is 1.3 km from the
western entrance to Warren
Gorge and 1.75 km from the
Visitor Centre
• Open daily (except
December 25/26), free
admission and car park
• Accessible toilet and
toilets, light snacks and
drinks in the Visitor Centre
• Picnic benches in the gorge
• Terrain: steady descent
(about 20 m elevation)
into Warren Gorge on
surfaced path; level paths
in the gorge on a variety of
surfaces, can be muddy in
places after wet weather;
typical walk 1.5 km
• Several lakes unfenced
• Dogs may be encountered
off lead
• Children’s activity leaflet
and map of the Nature Park
available to purchase in the
Visitor Centre.
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Warren Gorge is the largest and most accessible part of Chafford
Gorges Nature Park. From the Essex Wildlife Trust Visitor Centre,
you get a clear view across the gorge, and you can point out to
your child where they will be going on their walk. A trail leaflet
for children shows places to feed the ducks, geese and swans and
places to stop and listen, both to birdsong and the sound of wind
in the reeds; your child can also play ‘bird bingo’ by ticking off
the photographs of four common birds that are found in the gorge.
Children are also asked to collect leaves of different colours that
they can stick to an artist’s palette illustrated in the leaflet, when
they return to the Visitor Centre.
A zigzag path leads down into the gorge; this is particularly
attractive in summer when wild dog-roses that line the route are in
flower. Ask your child to look out for insects collecting pollen from
the flowers. Although Warren Gorge is surrounded by housing, once
you descend into the gorge, houses almost disappear from view.
Your child might be interested to know that the base of the gorge
is at sea level. The path winds its way around the lakes and through
meadows containing chalk-loving plants. The lakes support a variety
of water birds, the most obvious of which are Canada and greylag
geese. Large numbers may be seen in the summer months and
your child might be delighted to come across adults with goslings.
They should also see cormorants, great crested grebes, coots and
moorhens. On the far side of the gorge, point out to your child the
gleaming white chalk cliffs that have not yet been obscured by
vegetation. After returning to the Visitor Centre, more adventurous
families may wish to walk to some of the other gorges in the Nature
Park, or perhaps that would be an activity for another day.

www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/chafford-gorges

Part 3 Case Stories
Autism and Nature arranged a series of six visits to two natural places in the Essex
countryside for small groups of school children with autism and related disorders. These visits
took place in late spring, summer and autumn. The purpose of the visits was to give children
an opportunity to engage with the countryside and to show how this can benefit their
learning, social skills and personal well-being. The visits also gave teachers and support staff
the opportunity to learn more about the natural environment and activities that can be used
to support learning, giving them more confidence to take their pupils into the countryside
in the future. After each visit, teachers completed a short questionnaire, providing valuable
comments on the children’s experiences and the ways in which the children benefitted from
their contact with nature.
Children from two Essex special schools took part in the visits. Doucecroft School is an
independent specialist school in Colchester run by Autism Anglia that provides education
for 3 to 16 year old children with autism and additional complex needs. Pioneer School is an
Academies Enterprise Trust special academy in Basildon. It caters for 3 to 19 year old children
with severe or complex learning difficulties, and for those with moderate learning difficulties,
many of whom have an additional diagnosis of autism.
Each school group was accompanied by teachers and their support staff together with Autism
and Nature staff, and led by education officers from one of our conservation partners, Essex
Wildlife Trust and RHS Garden Hyde Hall. Three visits were made to Abbotts Hall Farm and
three visits to RHS Garden Hyde Hall. More information about these locations can be found in
Part 2 of this guide. The six case stories that follow describe the activities that the children
took part in, how they engaged with the natural world and include observations of Autism and
Nature staff, teachers and education officers.
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Case story The Pioneer Special School

Years 10 and 11 visit the RHS Garden Hyde Hall
Rain was forecast for the morning of our first visit, so there were a few anxious glances up
to the sky when the Pioneer Special School minibus arrived at RHS Garden Hyde Hall, but
the weather was set fair and the sun was shining. The class of nine children, accompanied by
their teacher and seven teaching assistants were met by David Blakesley (Autism and Nature)
and Betty Sinclair (RHS Education Team). The children had a wide range of special needs,
including autism, Down’s syndrome and complex medical needs. All the children were given a
high visibility waistcoat, before Betty led everyone through the Australian and New Zealand
Garden to a very light and airy classroom in the Hilltop Garden. Along the way Betty pointed
out plants that would be eaten by koalas in Australia. The children seemed excited to be in
the gardens, and the teacher commented that they have very few opportunities for visits like
this in the school year.
Once everyone was settled in the classroom, Betty talked briefly about the importance of
plants for people’s lives. She had a wide range of items on display, from a young oak tree
and container of poppy seeds to a carton of orange juice and a packet of breakfast cereal.
Betty gave the children many different types of plant material to handle, all of which were
very tactile. They included an ear of wheat, a coconut husk, cotton bolls and a cocoa bean.
Each was passed carefully around the group. A block of unsweetened cocoa had a distinct
‘chocolate’ aroma. “What does this remind you of” asked Betty, “cake!” cried one of the
children. It was then time for the first outdoor activity; each child was given a clipboard with
photographs of 12 objects they should see around the gardens, including a weathercock, pine
cones and a sundial. Everyone then set off for a gentle stroll, with the adults helping the
children to spot, and tick off the various objects. Close to the classroom they discovered an
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archway covered with fragrant wisteria flowers that many children enjoyed smelling. Nearby,
they found rhododendrons covered with flowers of many different colours. Eventually the path
led to a pond where the children had an opportunity to feed the fish with pellets supplied
by Betty. By this time, most of the objects had been found. Betty then asked the children
if they would like to make a bookmark to remember their visit to the gardens. Each child
was given a piece of card, with a strip of double-sided sticky tape. The children could stick
anything ‘natural’ to this, including flower petals, grasses, feathers and so on. The flowering
rhododendrons were close by, so large colourful petals featured on everyone’s bookmark.
The group then returned to the classroom for lunch. The teachers collected the bookmarks
to take back to school; they were later laminated to preserve them. After lunch, the children
walked to the nearby dry garden, where they found a lot of plants with succulent leaves, and
discovered that many of these plants have spines to protect their water from thirsty animals
in dry climates! A display of bright orange poppies seemed to catch everyone’s attention.
Close by, the herb garden provided a great opportunity for the children to rub the leaves of
plants such as fennel and mint, and then smell the aroma on their fingers.
Back in the classroom, there was just time for a short hands-on activity. Taking turns,
everyone produced a hand-made plant pot out of newspaper, filled it with dried compost, and
planted a dried pea seed. Betty advised the children to water this and plant it out back at
school. Hopefully the pea plants would remind the children of their visit to the gardens. A
very relaxed group of children then walked slowly back to the car park, still looking at plants
and chatting to the teachers along the way. After the visit, the teacher commented that all
the children really enjoyed themselves. Two children find trips out of school very challenging,
however one was completely engaged with the sensory plant material that Betty passed
around; the teacher was pleased that the other child was calm for the whole visit. She was
also pleased with how well the children responded to the day’s activities and commented that
the children were particularly happy with the bookmarks they made and the flower petals they
collected in the garden. Parents reported the next day that their children had been very tired
in the evening!
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Case story The Pioneer Special School

Years 5 and 6 visit the RHS Garden Hyde Hall
Once again, heavy showers were forecast, but it was dry and pleasantly warm as the group of
eight children and nine teaching staff met Charlotte Banks (RHS Garden Hyde Hall) and David
Blakesley. All the children had severe learning difficulties, some with a diagnosis of autism
and some with other disabilities. The class had not visited the gardens before and one child
appeared to be a little unsettled at first. Nevertheless, everyone set off on the walk through the
gardens to the classroom, stopping en route to look at a banana grove. A helpful member of the
gardening team told the children that the plants had actually produced bananas the previous
year, but in the British climate, they had not ripened sufficiently to eat!
Once in the classroom, Charlotte talked briefly about the gardens, showing photographs of
some of the animals and birds that live in there, and played the song of blackbird and robin
on an iPad. She also pointed out the sensory aspects of the garden, and passed round a vase
of fragrant flowers for the children to smell. The first activity was to make a ‘Y stick’ to collect
natural woodland items; it was made from a forked stick and a length of wool (see photograph
opposite). Everyone then walked to a nearby piece of woodland, where adults helped the
children to collect leaves, grass, moss-covered twigs and even cherries, and place them in the ‘Y
stick’. The sticks were taken back to school as a memory for the children of their first walk in the
gardens. The group then collected lots of colourful flower petals from rhododendrons. Passing
the pond, there was just time to feed the ducks before a shower passed over. Several children
clearly enjoyed the close attention of the local mallards. No one seemed to mind the warm,
gentle rain as they walked back to the classroom. With rain still falling, it was decided to have
an early lunch. Another benefit of a large, airy classroom is that lots of plant and art materials
can be put out on tables. As the children finished their lunch, they were able to look at the
items on display, many selected for their tactile or other sensory qualities. One boy enjoyed
the sensation of touching a large ‘rubber’ slug and laughed with his teachers. The children
were able to make bookmarks with their flower petals, similar to those made on our previous
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visit; some children made these on their own, while others clearly needed the help of an adult.
Several children used modelling clay and twigs to create hedgehogs and an elephant. The
teacher remarked later that the natural artwork activity was good and easily accessible, allowing
children the opportunity to touch and explore nature close up.
Charlotte was keen for the children to visit the vegetable garden, so the group set off once
again, this time looking for different plants along the way. Perhaps the most spectacular were
the giant leaves of a Gunnera, which several children discovered felt very rough to touch, like
the skin of a rhino! Walking through the rose garden, the teachers were pleased when one
boy remarked how beautiful the flowers were. Visiting the vegetable garden was perhaps the
highlight of the day; the children explored the garden individually (with an adult). The garden
seemed to capture the interest of both the children and the adults as they looked at vegetables
and varieties that were familiar, and some not so familiar; it was an excellent opportunity
for the adults to bond with the children. Plenty of time was allowed, so that the group could
explore the garden at their own pace. The children were totally relaxed in this environment. The
teacher confirmed that the children particularly liked this part of the visit; they spoke more and
looked at the labels to see what was growing. It was then time to walk back to the minibus, to
return to school.
The teacher commented that many of the children would not have been in this kind of
environment before. One child who initially found the visit a little unsettling really calmed down
when taken to the pond to feed the ducks. The child took time to look at the water and verbally
respond to the animals. More generally, the children seemed to enjoy walking with the adults,
and found it easier to engage, pointing out various things they saw. All made progress towards
targets, being able to tolerate a new environment and some able to label new objects. The
teacher later commented that one of the most important lessons from the visit was the value
of taking children into a wooded area; recognising that despite this being a new environment,
the children were calm and did not get stressed in any way. These children rarely visit the
countryside with the school, but the teacher recognised compelling benefits, including an
appreciation of other species, opportunities to develop emotional and empathetic responses,
and the opportunity to experience new environments. One pupil commented “I liked feeding the
ducks and fish best and being with my friends”.
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Case story The Pioneer Special School

Blue class visit the RHS Garden Hyde Hall
The minibus from Pioneer School arrived at Hyde Hall on a crisp November morning. Although
the sun was shining, a cold northerly wind was blowing, so everyone was wrapped up warmly.
Seven children, all eight years old with a diagnosis of low functioning autism, were accompanied
by seven teaching staff and two parents. The group were met by Jill Baker (RHS Garden Hyde
Hall) and David, who led everyone to the nearby autumn display of pumpkins, gourds and
squashes. Pride of place in the display went to the largest pumpkin ever grown outdoors in the
UK, weighing 605 kg! The children enjoyed walking amongst fruits of all shapes and sizes, and
each child chose a small pumpkin to take back to school with them.
The group then walked up to the Barn, a warm indoor classroom that was to be their base
for the day. Here they were introduced to Chris Laing and two volunteers, who would lead
the day’s activities. Chris sat the children in a circle, and talked to them for a few minutes
about how plants grow. One child was particularly good at answering questions, telling Chris
that you need to plant a ‘seed’; roots help the plants to get ‘food’; the ‘sun’ is needed to help
plants grow; and ‘bees’ visit the flowers in summer. Chris asked the children to identify several
fruits and vegetables, and holding up a block of cocoa, she asked who liked chocolate. There
was an immediate show of hands, mostly from the teachers! It was then time for a walk round
the gardens. Two children had wheelchairs, but they were encouraged to walk, which they did
really well. Each child was given a colour chart, with mainly autumn colours, and asked to look
for examples of these colours in the garden. It was not difficult to find examples of oranges,
reds, browns and yellows amongst the flowering plants and autumn leaves, and all the children
engaged well with this activity. They crossed a bridge over the pond, but sadly no fish were
visible in the murky water. Chris then gave each child a small bucket, and asked them to collect
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autumn leaves. This was a popular activity, and with the teachers’ help, they collected a wide
range of shapes and colours. Normally the children would have taken these back to the Barn to
use in artwork, but not today... Chris took the group into a large, exposed field; she counted
to three, before everyone threw their leaves into the air, to be blown away by the wind. It was
exhilarating for the children to feel the cold wind on their faces. The group then returned to the
Barn for lunch. En route, Chris made a frame on the path out of sticks, and invited the children
to make a piece of natural art by placing fallen leaves in the frame.
After lunch, it was time for a short walk around the ‘dry garden’, where children and teachers
touched leaves and seed heads with different textures. Papyrus seed heads were very soft,
and when shaken, shed their seeds like snowflakes in the wind. There were furry leaves too,
also soft to the touch. Chris invited the children to ‘hug a tree’, and several children hugged
one of the large Scots pines. Finally, the children were given a strip of card with double-sided
sticky tape, to make a ‘memory stick’ of their walk through the gardens. In late autumn, there
was no shortage of colourful leaves to collect. Back in the warmth of the Barn, Chris had
laid out a wide range of natural art activities, including making a flying seed out of paper;
making a picture out of dried leaves; and colouring pictures of pumpkins, squashes and gourds.
There was also a touch table with exotic fruits and seed pods from around the world; several
children explored the different shapes and textures, comparing, for example, sea bean pods
(that rattle), two halves of a coconut shell (that made a ‘clip clop’ sound) and brain fruit to
photographs in a book. After 30 minutes or so it was almost time to return to school, but not
before everyone sat in a circle to sing songs about speckled frogs, minibeasts and farm animals.
Later, the teacher commented that it had been highly beneficial for the children to be outdoors
interacting with nature. All the children made good progress towards their individual targets
(which were carefully recorded back at school), for example; one child who did not initially want
to walk through the ‘wood-like’ areas, and does not cope well with change, was able to handle
the change and the activities well, even collecting leaves under the trees. The teachers were
delighted to see how much the children enjoyed being in the countryside; they discovered many
new activities that would enable them to take the children out more in the future.
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Case story Doucecroft School

Making flatbread at Abbotts Hall Farm
In a week of unseasonably warm autumn sunshine, a weak weather front was forecast to bring
showers to Essex coinciding with the time of the visit. And by mid morning there was a fine
drizzle in the air that developed into a heavy shower shortly after the arrival of the minibus
from Doucecroft School, just as the pupils carried their materials to the farm garden. The group
of four pupils (all with a diagnosis of autism or Asperger syndrome), accompanied by four
teaching staff had been excited to learn from Lizzie Holt (Essex Wildlife Trust) and David that
they were going to be making flatbread and butter in the farm garden. Everyone reluctantly
retired to a nearby meeting room, where Lizzie described the morning’s activities. First of all,
the pupils produced their own flour, by grinding wheat grain in a mortar and pestle. After a few
minutes, Lizzie helped the pupils to sieve the contents into a bowl, to separate the flour from
the bran and germ. Several pupils continued to grind the wheat enthusiastically to produce
more flour, as Lizzie asked each pupil to take a cup-full of wholemeal flour from a container. One
knowledgeable pupil asked Lizzie if yeast was required, she replied that flatbread did not require
yeast, and the pupil correctly commented that yeast makes bread rise. The pupils then added a
‘drizzle’ of olive oil, a pinch of salt and some water. After washing their hands, it was now time
to make the dough – the pupils preferred to use their hands to mix the flour and water together,
another sensory experience. By now, the rain was easing so there was every chance of cooking in
the garden. Once the pupils had dough of the correct consistency, they divided it into about ten
small pieces to make what looked like mini-pancakes, ready to be cooked. No rolling pins were
available, so they used their hands to shape the flatbread.
Everyone then went out to the garden, where Lizzie heated up two frying pans containing a
little sunflower oil, on gas rings. Whilst the flatbreads were cooking, each pupil was focussed on
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making their own butter. Lizzie poured some double cream into plastic jars, and with the lids
tightly sealed, the pupils were asked to shake the jars. Without the aid of a food mixer, this
took some time, perhaps as much as 15 minutes of continuous shaking! But the results were
impressive – a lump of butterfat sitting in a pool of buttermilk. With Lizzie still cooking the
flatbread, the teachers helped two of the pupils to learn more about crops grown on the farm,
by matching samples of five seeds with photographs of crops, which they did successfully. The
seeds included dried peas, wheat, barley, rapeseed and wild bird seed. By now, the smell of
cooked flatbread was drifting across the garden; Lizzie presented the cooked flatbread to the
pupils, ensuring that they received their own breads. She also provided a jar of strawberry
jam. Only one pupil sampled their own butter on the flatbread, the others preferred jam on
its own. Everyone, teachers included, enjoyed the taste of flatbread prepared with the pupil’s
own hands. Despite having had some lunch already, the flatbread quickly disappeared, and all
too soon it was time to return to school. Autism and Nature have arranged many visits to the
countryside for children with autism and related disabilities, but this was the first time that a
class had cooked and eaten their own food, in the natural environment.
Afterwards, the teacher remarked how much the pupils had enjoyed the session; they
demonstrated good concentration and behaved well. The pupils seemed to be really interested
in learning about and preparing flatbread and eating it. One pupil had expected to see
animals, but the teachers took him for a short walk, to see the ploughed fields, explaining
that there were no domestic animals at Abbotts Hall Farm, only wild animals such as foxes
and stoats. The teachers noticed how well the pupils interacted with each other, and two
worked well together to match the samples of seeds with the photographs of plants. Overall,
the session helped the pupils to work towards their targets of engagement in a task, improved
concentration, flexibility of thought and development of social skills. The teachers also
commented that the natural environment provides excellent opportunities for their pupils
to learn; it gives them a chance to establish relationships in a less artificial and controlled
environment compared to a classroom. Consequently, pupils at Doucecroft School benefit from
a wide range of outdoor activities.
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Case story Doucecroft School

Pond dipping at Abbotts Hall Farm
Sunshine and a chilly easterly wind greeted the group from Doucecroft School as they arrived
at Abbotts Hall Farm for the second Autism and Nature visit. Eight pupils, two of whom
were non-verbal, but all with a diagnosis of autism or Asperger syndrome, were accompanied
by nine members of staff. Lizzie had planned an orienteering activity, but due to a
misunderstanding, the pupils were expecting to go pond dipping. The pupils coped well with
the initial disappointment, but there was such enthusiasm and excitement amongst the pupils
for pond dipping that Lizzie quickly decided to change her plans for the morning’s activities.
The pupils carried nets to the nearby pond, while Lizzie collected water from the pond to pour
into trays, lined up on the terrace. Even before the activity started, several pupils studied the
water in the trays and one of them identified a water boatman. The animal hid behind a piece
of pond weed; the pupil put his finger in the water and the water boatman swam at great
speed around the tray. “Look at him go!” exclaimed the pupil.
After a short introduction about safety and dipping technique, the pupils were allowed
to start dipping, with the support of an adult. With such a high staff to pupil ratio, and
a large pond, the pupils did not have to take turns. There was plenty of time for dipping,
emptying nets into the trays of water, and studying the animals that had been caught. In
their enthusiasm, a lot of pond weed was fished out of the water, so this had to be put back
into the pond. With the aid of identification guides, Lizzie and the staff helped the pupils
to identify some of the invertebrates that had been caught, including a diving beetle, pond
skater, pond snail and hoglouse. One pupil was keen to catch a newt, and to everyone’s
surprise he did just that, with the very last dip of his net; he was clearly very excited to have
caught the newt. The pupils then washed their hands before retiring to the picnic tables for a
quick snack, while Lizzie carefully returned the animals to the pond.
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By contrast, the second activity of the morning was to look for terrestrial minibeasts in the
nearby woodland. Lizzie handed out sweep nets, beating sheets and magnifier collection pots
for the pupils to view any creatures that they caught. Again with the help of the staff, the
pupils explored the woodland to see what they could find. Branches were shaken, logs turned
over and bark examined. The pupils discovered that on this rather chilly morning, with the
ground quite dry, there were far fewer creatures to find in the woodland than in the pond.
One pupil found an ant’s nest under a log, but did not disturb the nest further by attempting
to collect any ants; other pupils caught spiders, flies and crane flies; and one pupil saw a
beautiful red admiral butterfly. All seemed to enjoy the close up views in the collection
pots. One pupil set out with the intention of catching a dragonfly. With a cool wind, only
the occasional migrant hawker and common darter were on the wing. Nevertheless, the pupil
diligently searched the woodland glades, and again to everyone’s surprise, he eventually
caught a common darter with his sweep net. The insect was carefully transferred to a
container, allowing the pupils the privilege of close up views, before the dragonfly was quickly
released unharmed. One of the teachers remarked that the pupil was so proud to have caught
the dragonfly. That was the final insect of the day, after which the group returned to their
minibus, to take them back to school in time for lunch.
In just under two hours at Abbotts Hall Farm, the pupils achieved a lot, and were fully
engaged with the habitats they explored. The teacher commented that all the pupils were
very excited and very motivated by the activities; they managed their anxieties well, despite
being in a new and unpredictable environment. They interacted well with staff and listened
carefully to the instructions given by Lizzie, whom most had not met before. Some of them
really enjoyed the sensory experiences on offer; one of the non-verbal pupils in particular was
relaxed and happy to look for minibeasts. The teacher was pleased that all the pupils made
progress towards their individual targets, including social interaction, joining in and adapting
to a new environment; she also remarked that the way the activities were structured by Lizzie
was very well suited to the pupil’s need for structure.
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Case story Doucecroft School

The Checkpoint Challenge at Abbotts Hall Farm
The Doucecroft School minibus arrived at Abbotts Hall Farm on a sunny and somewhat
mild autumn morning for the school’s third Autism and Nature visit. Five pupils (all with a
diagnosis of autism or Asperger syndrome) were accompanied by five members of staff. The
group was met in the car park by David and Lizzie, who explained that they would be taking
the ‘checkpoint challenge’, following the Orienteering Trail around the farm. At the first
checkpoint, close to the car park, Lizzie talked about the importance of soil for growing crops,
and the pupils had the task of discovering what type of soil is found on the farm. They took
some soil from a bucket, wet it, squeezed it and kneaded it in their hands. From its colour and
texture, they decided that it was a ‘clay’ soil. This was a popular activity with several pupils,
who love getting their hands dirty!
The group then set off on their farm walk. Two of the pupils initially fell behind, as they
were very keen to collect conkers along the avenue of horse chestnut trees. At the second
checkpoint, the Field Challenge gave Lizzie an opportunity to show the pupils a map of the
farm. This gave the pupils a chance to discover the names of the fields in the immediate
vicinity, and for Lizzie to talk about why fields are often bare at this time of year. As the
group continued, one pupil walked ahead of the main group, and one of his peers commented
that this pupil ‘looks like he is enjoying himself’, which was a lovely moment of empathy.
When the group reached the Soundscape Challenge, everyone was so relaxed that they were
able to stand very quietly for several minutes, listening to sounds around them. With a strong
breeze, the soundscape was dominated by the ‘rattling‘ of poplar leaves in a nearby tree.
The pupils also noted the sound of an aircraft overhead, and the sound of one of the pupils
crunching fallen leaves underfoot. The group then took a detour to a bird hide that overlooks
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the Blackwater Estuary. Birds were distant and no one had binoculars; nevertheless, with the
wide open landscape in front of them, several of the pupils were interested to identify places
that they were familiar with, such as the village of West Mersea. Back on the trail, the pupils
passed a haystack and a stack of silage wrapped in black polythene. This was an opportunity
for Lizzie to explain the difference between the air-dried hay and the ‘pickled’ silage. At the
Wildlife Challenge checkpoint, Lizzie asked the pupils what signs of wildlife they had seen.
The pupils talked about cobwebs, an owl box in an oak tree and squirrels; one pupil had found
an old rabbit burrow, and wondered if it might be sheltering an adder. The Tree Challenge
led the pupils along a narrow path through a woodland shelter belt; overhanging brambles
and shrubs added to the adventure of negotiating this path. In a fantastic piece of nature
detective work, two pupils found a broken eggshell on the path – unusual at this time of
year – and in the branches of a young oak they spotted an old nest (almost directly above the
eggshell) and close to the eggshell they found a feather, identified by one of the boys as that
of a pigeon. The pupils commented that wood pigeons build their nests low down in trees, so
their conclusion was that this was a very late attempt at nesting by a wood pigeon!
As they walked back towards the farm garden, one of the pupils talked about the cracks
in the ground and suggested that there had not been much rain recently – another great
observation; another pupil commented on three woodpecker holes that had been drilled in a
dead elm. The walk had been very relaxed, and the challenge activities had been delivered in
a low key manner. Consequently the pupils were able to explore the environment at their own
pace and became more observant as the walk progressed. There was empathy and a lot of good
interaction between pupils, and with the members of staff present. Although the walk only
took about 90 minutes, covering a distance of 1.5 miles, it was great to see how all the pupils
engaged with the natural world around them, and the benefits to the pupils were clear to see.
The teachers later commented that the experience offered a lot of opportunities for their
pupils to practise their social skills, communicate with staff and peers and enjoy a variety
of sensory experiences. They believe that being outside in the countryside is an important
therapeutic tool for their pupil’s physical health and emotional well being. After returning to
school they were pleased to find that some of the pupils concentrated better in their lessons
and demonstrated that they were more ready to learn.
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Visiting the

Essex countryside
This guide represents the seventh in a series of local guides designed to help
parents, carers and teachers to engage children with autism and related disabilities
with the natural environment. It should also prove useful to those living and
working with adults with autism. It begins by introducing the benefits of visiting
the countryside, considering why such experiences are valuable for children with
autism. This is followed by a guide to ‘natural’ places to visit in the Essex
countryside, featuring twenty-five places that the authors believe many children
with autism might enjoy. The guide concludes with a series of case stories set in
natural places in Essex, that describe visits by children from local special schools.
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